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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

If a school district is to have a successful
instrumental program many factors must be considered.

One

of the first and most important is the amount of continuity and communication that exists between grade levels.
Each level must have a function which relates to the total
instrumental program.

While considering the total program,

however, a teacher must never lose sight of the individual
needs of the students.
Music personnel should be encouraged to familiarize
themselves with up-to-date methods and put those that are
most desirable into practice.

'l'hey must be equally

familiar with some of the more traditional methods that
have stood the test of time.
The administration must share the desire of the
music department to provide an adequate program for the
children.

It must be willing to support all sound depart-

ment policies.

It must also give complete financial

assistence if the program is to succeed.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement .2f. the problem.

It was the purpose of this

study to compare the instrumental program in the Highline
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School District with other programs in first class school
districts in the State of Washington.
Importance of the study.

'..!.'his study will attempt to

reveal some of the more desirable practices and methods
being used in instrumental music progrerns in the State of
Washington.

In order to arrive at valid conclusions a

thorough survey was necessary.

Many varied progrm11s are in

existence, but if one covers a broad spectrum, patterns
begin to reveal themselves.

Once these patterns have been

established one can test the adequacy of his own program
through comparison.
II.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study was limited to an investigation of instrumental music progrems in first class school districts in the
State of Washington.

The collection of data was limited to

the following sources:
1.

A questionnaire survey reflecting the opinions

and practices of individual directors in the elementary,
junior high, and senior high schools; and
2.

A survey of literature related to the field of

instrumental music.
No infonnation relative to general music, vocal music,
or rhythm bend programs has been included.

It should further

be noted that this study has not included the opinions or

3

practices of administrators or teachers not involved in
instrumental music.
III•

Director.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
~

educator employed by a school district

for the purpose of instructing students in the subject of
ins trument al music •
Classroom teacher.

An educator employed by a school

district for the purpose of instructing one group of students in several academic subject areas.
Pre-band instrument.

These shall include all instru-

ments used for giving students training in music fundamentals
prior to involvement on a regular musical instrument.
Organizational meeting.

This refers to a group of

parents and music teachers meeting to (1) determine the
suitability of certain instruments to particulRr children,
(2) to determine the probable success of particular students
in instrumental music, and (3) to familia.rize parents with
instrumental rental practices and costs.
Elementary honor band.

This is a musical organiza-

tion composed of elementary instrumentalists.

These

students are selected from the various schools in a district
on the basis of superior musical ability.

4

Balanced instrumentation.

This has reference to the

adequate representation of the different types of instruments in a musical organization.
Music

Any student who has stopped parti-

drop-~.

cipating in a school music program.
Class method.

A music publication designed to teach

the fundamentals of instrumental music to students in a
music class.
Band sponsored community projects.

This refers to

projects carried on outside of school hours and not
sponsored by the school.

The primary purpose is to raise

funds for the music department.
Stage band.

A musical organization made up of

saxaphones, trumpets, trombones, string bass, piano, guitar,
and drums.

This group performs jazz and other forms of

popular music.
First class school district.

Any school district

having a population in excess of ten thousand people.

This

population must be verified by a regular or special census
or by evidence given by the county superintendent of
schools.
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IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE

RD.~AINDER

OF THE PAPER

The remainder of this paper is divided into five
sections.

The first section {Chapter II) is the review

of related literature.

The second section (Chapter III)

discusses the methods and procedures used in the study.
The third section {Chapter IV) contains the results of the
survey and is divided into four subdivisions: elementary,
junior high school, high school, and Highline School
District results.

The fourth section (Chapter V) is the

summary and conclusions.

The final section (Chapter VI)

is devoted to recommendations for the Highline School
District.

CHAPTER II
REVIE'IN OF RELATED LITERATURE

Literature related to the study of instrumental music
is both copious and varied.

While the purpose of this paper

is to study trends and practices in the State of Washington,
there has been no attempt to focus entirely on literature
written in and about this State.
While conducting this study it became increasingly
evident to the writer that to reflect the opinions end
practices of instrumental programs throughout the country
would be a necessity.

Trends and practices throughout the

State of Washington must reflect the teachings of such men
as Falcone, Revelli, Wright, Reed, Sousa, Prescott,
Hindsley, Fennell, the Goldmans, and many other distinguished musicians past and present.

An effort has been

made, however, to avoid material which might be aimed at and
applicable to some other area in the United States and of no
value locally.

The se•1uence of this chapter will, as nearly

as possible, follow the sequence of the enclosed questionnaire survey.
I•

PRE-INSTRUMENTAL PROGRAM

Music aptitude tests.

In the early fall of each

year, many schools throughout the country administer
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aptitude tests to all students at a given age in an attempt
to determine wbich ones are best suited to begin study on a
musical instrument.

One of the most important things to

keep in mind when using these tests, however, is the amount
of validity that cen be placed on them.

It should be noted

that while there are some factors that can be measured by
such tests, there are many that can not.

These tests are of

much more value when used to supplement other informa tiono
Decisions made solely on the basis of these tests could
result in a great deal of disappointment for teacher and
student (11:9).
There are many adequate music aptitude tests available to schools today.

Two that are suggested by hindsley,

of the University of Illinois, are the Kwalwasser-Dykema
phonograph record tests and the Seashore music aptitude
tests.

Hindsley adds his warning regarding total reliance

on these tests.

He goes on to state that regardless of

which test a director chooses, it should include such
factors as tonal memory, pitch discrimination, and rhythm
discrimination.
To the test results should be added such items as
I.Q., average academic grades, and statements by teachers
regarding personal characteristics.

Those still deserving

of consideration should then be interviewed individually by
the music teacher in an attempt to gain additional information.
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Such i terns as previous instrumental music experience and
study, ability to sing and duplicate tones of different
pitch, knowledge of music notation, and physical make-up
should be added to the student's record (see page nine)

(10:13-14).
One additional consideration is the adaptability of
certain im tru.men ts to a given age.

Grade levels at which

the average pupil should be physically and mentally capable
of beginning study on a given instrument arc suggested on
the following chert (10:23-24).
GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUMENT
Violin
Cello
Viola (one year of violin
required)
String Bass
Flute
Cle.rinet
SaxaPhone
Oboe- (nrevious experience
required)
Bassoon (previous experience
required)
Cornet
Trombone
Bari tone
French Horn (prevlous experience on cornet or
mellophone required)
Eb Tuba
BBb Tuba
Drums

Pre-band instruments.
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5

6

*

7

8

*
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.
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.
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Many directors suggest start-

ing elementary s tu.dents on such e::cplora tory ins tI"l.lrlents as
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---· -·-·-·-- --------------

-----Schools
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC APTITUDE
AND CLINIC RECORD
Name

__

-------------(-.l~a-s-t'~r-1_am e.......,.f~i-r-s~t~)----------~

Room

School

--------Date

·~-----------

Tonal
Memory

Rhythm
Discrimination

-------

--------

I .Q.

--~~~---------

Pitch
Discrimination

~-------

Average academic grades 1 preceding year_______

Personal charactoristlca

~----~~--~~

Previous instrumental experience

---------~-------------

Singing ability
with the vcd.ce

Ability to duplica€e given tones----

----~.

-------

Knowledge of music notation

Physical characteristics: Hands and fingers ______________
Upper teeth
Lower teeth
------~~--~------...Jaws
Lips
General Build
· · - l\ge___Grade
--~~~------~
Quickness
~~General manner___________~--Probable adaptability to instri.l!llents:
Violin
Flute
Cornet
Fr. Horn
---Cello
---Clarinet ~Trombone -Tuba
::=:string bass ::::=sax
=::::Baritone -DrU.."llS
·*":.:-'"'*****:E-~~"'**

Enrolled in class {date}
order of preference (a)
(d)

Instrument decide:i upc-:1

Instruments recommended in
(b}
(c}
~~~-

---~~-

~----~~----------------------
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the flutophone, song flute, or tonette.

The cost of these

instruments is nominal and there are definite advantages in
using them (11:8).

Other educators suggest either private

or class piano study as a. means of preparing the prospective
musician (5:150).
Regardless of which preparatory instrument is used,
the director will not only be provided with an indication
as to the prospects .for musical success of the student, but
the students will also be provided with a knowledge o.f music
fundamentals.

The study of exploratory instruments should

start in the fourth grade and should continue for a period
of from one to two semesters.

In the case of the piano, two

years preparation is recomnended {11:8).
Providing

~

well-balanced instrumentation.

In order

to insure good instrumentation in the high school every year,
a director must attempt to control instrumentation from the
fifth to the twelfth grades inclusive.

By using a chart,

arranged by grade levels, a director can readily find
deficiencies in b2s feeder system at any time.

Ficures

should constantly be adjusted to allow for drop-outs and
new students v1ho may enroll.

A sample instrumentation chart

is provided on page eleven as suggested by Prescott (17:
37-38).
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INSTRUMENT

GRADE
5

LEVEL

6

Oboe
EnrJ_ish Horn
Bb Clarinet
Alto and Bass Clarina t
Bassoon

·----------·-----

~axaphone
Bb Cornet
Bb Trunmet

French !torn
Alto Horn
Trombone
Baritone
Tuba
String Bass
Percussion
Proraoting the instrument al pro gr~.

Vli th today's

school curriC'nlum being so crowded with diverse subject
offerings, and such stress being placed on particular areas,
the music director is faced with a great challenge.

If he

is to be successful in tbis co1:npetition for the time end
attention of students, he must have a complete and effective
recruiting plan and the ability to apply it.
Accordinc to GovrnE'.n, a conple te recruiting plsn must
include a

V[~riety

oi' activities and px•omoti onal mnteriels.

Announce:r.1ent let tors, promotional brochures, pre-instrument
courses, talks to stud en ts in their rooms and/or assemblies,
lecture demonstrations about the instrunents and program,
instrument displays, l:'nc\ colorful instrument posters should
all be included (8:35-36).

The director should see that the
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connnunity is invited to attend all school music functions as
well as keepinc: than in.formed of other musical events in the
area.

Hhen it is l)Ossible, field trips for the students

should be arr 311c;ed to various music functions throue-)1out the

year•
All too often promotion and education in ins trum.ontal
music starts in the fifth grade.

By this time students have

already made a choice as to which instrument they wish to
play and mo.ny times it is a poor one.

Many prospective

musicians never do start in music due to a lack of promotion
and e.:;cposure to jffilsic (5:150).

.L\ccording to Prescott,,

exposure to instruments v:i 11 incite a 01·eat deal of enthusiasm to sta1•t playin[; and aid in proper selection.

A

schedule of der10nstrations should be set up for the entire
year and folloued th.rou.c;h each year thereafter.
The following is a yearly calendar, as suggested by
Prescott, of solos, ensembles, special demonstrations, an:l
concerts for the purpose of promoting the school instrumerit aJ. pro c;ram ( 1 7: 30 ) •
SUG0E'.3TED PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
PLACE

Band Concert

Flute Solo
Baritone Solo
Bb Clarinet Solo

Opening Assembly
Kindercarten to sixth
c;i•ade (room to room)
Assembly Proc;rom
Kindere;arten to si::th
c;rade (room to room)
Special Assembly
P. T .~\. T.1ee ting

DATE
SeDt. 10th
Sept. 15th
Sept. 17th
Oct. 2nd

Jan. 14th
Apr. 22nd

13
Brass :i-;ns emble

I.rnis tice Day ceremonies
Kindergarten to sixth
grade (room to room)
Nov.
lJov.
lhankseivine; procram
Kinde·-,garten to sixth
grade (room to :room)
Jan.
iiashington's Birthday Feb.
Assembly Progr&~
Dec.
Christmas .t'roc;ram
Dec.
Special Assembly
Jan.

French Horn Solo

Bassoon Solo
:Joodvlind .wns emble
Oboe Solo
Percussion Demonstration

1

11th
26th

22nd
22nd
3rd
18th
16th

\'lee ~:ly Assembly

Jan. 23rd

program.
Full Instrumental
Demonstration
Alto or Bass
Clarinet Solo
Cornet Solo
Tromlone Solo

P.T.A. !'fonthly Mee tine Jan. 28th
Assembly Proe;rrnn
Lincoln's Birthday
}:Cinder· cart en to ni:.-:th
erade (room to room)
P.T.A. !leeting

Sax Solo
Players for these

demonstra~io

Feb. 4th
Feb. 12th
I.i'eb. 17th
Har. 25th

ns should be selected

in the folloi;·1inc order of preference:
1.

Ins trui:1ent players of the srade buildinc;s

concerned.
2.

Instrument players in other bu.ildinc;s at level

concerned.
3.

Instru1;1ent j)lc.yers fror:1 junior hi.::;:h school.

4.

Instrument players fror1 h:i.gh school.

5.

Junior collese students or hish school craduates.

6.

IIic)1 school players f1"om nearby to11vns.

7.

Inst1""'1.'l.mental instructors in the school system.

s.

P:rofession:~l

:musicims (17:31).
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II.

TEE INSTRU?{!El'TTAL PROGRAM

Recrui ti~ in the fourth grade.

According to

Weidensee, a recrui ti:t'l.G plan should have four basic steps
and they are as follows:
1.

Student Cont act arr.:1 Demonst ration--At this time·

students are approached and told about the program; this is
followed by a music aptitude test.

The students are then

exposed to the instruments by means of demonstration, and
then asked to fill out a registration form.
2.

Parent Contact--The pa.rent is now informed of the

interest of his child and the results of the testing.
at this

tin~

It is

that he is invited to the organizational

meeting.
3.

Tryout-Sellin13-Discrnssion Meetine;--It is here

that the program is discussed with the parents and children.
Instruments are a.e;ain demonstrated and a discussion is conducted with regards to the physical and musical requirements
for each.

Information such as the cost of the instruments,

the various rental plans available, and a list of stores
that are convenient to the area are also given to the
pa1"'ents.
4.

Follow-up--After the first class has met, the

director determines who did not enroll in the class; he then
follows up by contacting students and parents again (21:66)e
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Many educators and parents have been concerned for
years with the problem of when students should begin study
of a musical instrument.

School districts throughout the

country va:ry, to some degree, on an ansvrer to this question.
The literature surveyed by this writer indicates that the
vast majority of the school districts start in either the
fourth or fifth grades.

The following quotation by Goldman

reflects his feelings along these lines:

"Youth is the time

of growth, and impressions received during the fornati ve
years between eight and twelve are more apt to be retained
than those of later years" (6:14).
A child of eight or nine can easily learn to play a
wind instrument.

The advantages of an early beginning are

three-fold: nent al development, physical growth and social
advancement (6:14).
Elementary instrurnental schedulinr;.

Music scheduling

in the elementary schools in Ann Arbor, Michigan very
closely reflects the music scheduling practices that are
found in many of the schools in the State of \7ashington.
Begi.nners receive two lessons per week of from thirty to
fifty minutes; this is also true of the sixth graders in
their second year of playing.
~s

Time for instrumental music

not allotted from the regular school day; two alterna-

tives are offered: students must either be excused from
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classes when the teacher is available, or classes CB:Il be
conducted before or after school.
Because of dissatisfaction with this arrangement,
music teachers, classroom teachers, and administrators met
together in an attempt to improve the situation.
teaching was the resulting answer.

Team

If a school was allotted

eight hours of instruction time with one instructor, the
sane amount of work could be done in four with two men, or
better yet, four teachers could do the work in two hours.
This time could be reduced even further by utilizing before
school and noon hours.
The team consists of specialists on woodwind, brass,
string, and percussion.

One teacher is considered the

"teacher in charge" and does the negotiating with administrators, conducting of the groups, and generally attending
to administrative duties related to instrumental nru.sic.
Regardless of whether one teacher or a team of
teachers is used, students can be arranged in two ways:
(1) homogeneous classes (with like instrmnents), or (2)

heterogeneous classes (mixed instruments).

In larger ele-

mentary schools the homoeeneous arrangement is used and is
a more efficient arrangement.

In small schools this is

difficult to arrange, making the heterogeneous class preferable.

Class sizes range ideally from eight to fifteen, often

smaller in homogeneous grouped classes (13:43).
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PermanEnt nmsic record.

One of the greatest

deficiencies in a great many school nmsic systems is a lack
of cormnunication between the various grade and school levels.
This is especially true in large first class school systems
where the nmsic staff is large and there are different nmsic
teachers at each level.

Directors in the junior and senior

high schools rarely know enough about the background of a
student and are therefore greatly handicapped in their
ability to properly place and teach the music student.
A new teacher to a system must go through a lengthy
"get-acquainted" period before he can expect to achieve a
reasonable degree of success.

The academic teacher, however,

is supp lied with complete records from the beginning of the
student's school years to the final.

Before they even enter

a classroom a complete survey of each permanent record will
tell them much of what they must know.
Another problem that the music teacher must face is
class size.

Due to the large numbers he nmst deal with, a

complete survey of even the academic files is quite a job.
The ini'ormation he is interested in will take a great deal
of time to seek out, and there will still be much he does
not know about the student.
One of the best solutions to this problem is the
permanent music record.

If this system is used from the

beginning of a student's nmsic career through high school,
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a director can very readily find the information he seeks
and always have it at his finger tips.
Such a file should include a variety of information
and be divided into elementary, junior high, and senior high
sections.
nature.

The information included should be of a general
It should include such items as I.Q. score, class

standing (upper, middle, lower third), physical and emotional traits, pertinent family data if available, leadership ability, and other related inform.ation.
The next section could. be an elementary music record.
It would include in.formation secured from music aptitude
tests, personal interview information secured by the first
nru.sic teacher, pre-band experience, physical and musical
characteristics, and beginning band experience.

The balance

of the section might be devoted to a record of all music
activities and experiences at the elementary level.
The junior and senior high sections will include much
of the same in.formation as the elementary; and in addition,
items that would pertain only to the seoondary level.

These

might include changes of instrument, chair standing, awards,
ratings received, class and performance attendance, grades
received, and overall attitude and contril:ution to the
nru.sic program.
A final section of the record could list any parentteacher conferences that may have taken place.

This could
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be followed by a brief' teacher analysis of the student from
grades one through twelve (4:64).

III.

REHEARSALS

The amount of planning and preparation that the
director gives to his renearsals will, in the end, deterinine
how well his groups perform and improve throughout the year.
Rider suggests that he should start with a good of preconcert

planning.

He divides this into three main areas:

(1) preparation of the score; (2) preparation of the pls.yers'
parts; and (3) the agenda of the rehearsal.
Preparation of the score implies that the director
will not only thoroughly acquaint himself with the score 1
but mark it adequately.

Players' parts should also be marked

in a corresponding manner.

Any doubling or cueing that may

become necessary should be determined at this time.
The .-agenda of the rehearsal has reference to the order
and content of the rehearsal itself, perhaps the most important part of the total preparation.

Many procedures are

followed with regard to the content of a rehearsal, but the
majority of tbe literature surveyed indicates that a general
format can be outlined (18:40-42).
Prescott suggests that the averae:;e daily rehenrsal be
divided into three distinct sections.

The first should be

the warm-up-tune-up section and would include from five to
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fifteen ainutes of technical drill (17:100).

With regards

to tuning, it should be noted that the use of sustained
chords and unison scales (played very slowly) is verry
effective.

Time should not be wasted by allowing individuals

to tune separately ( 19: 24).

The r::.aterial selected for tech-

nical drill should not place unusual demands on the players
from the standpoint of range or volume.

A special effort

should be made to vary rhythms and articulations in orde1• to
avoid monotony in this day to day drill (11:36).

One

writer suggests using a composition instead of the usual
warm-up material.

He finds a lack of carry-over from the

tradition al warm-up material to the music that is being
played.

He feels intonatfon,, balance, and phrasing are more

meaningi'ul when applied to the music being played (18:40-42).
The second portion of the rehearsal should include
from thirty to fifty minutes of concert and contest preparation.

Individual parts should not be drilled on during the

rehearsal, but r·atber assir,ned at a previous rehearsal.

It

is durinr_; this time that some sight-reading can be done.
The fin~l portion of the period should be devoted to
motivation and inspiration and should not exceed ten :r:iinutes
in length.

A selection of the students' choice, or one

which the director knows the students will enjoy is a wise
one.

This will result in a good psycholocical effect and

leave the students lookin0 forward to the next rehearsal

(11:36).
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IV.

TESTING

A great variety of testing techniques are being used
tod ey, som more effective than others.

The most important

item, however, is that one does test and that it be done
regularly.

There seems to be a fair degree of consistency

with regard to the testing material used, but the administration of the tests presents the greatest problem.

This is

mainly due to the large numbers that nmst be tested and the
lack of time due to the pressure of performance.
There a1,e predominantly two types of performance tests
in use today.

The first is one in which the student per-

forms "live 11 in front of the director.
concert and technical mate1·ial.

This includes

The second type is one in

which the students perform alone and record their per•formance on a tape recorder.

This type allows for a wide

selection of test material and is more ad8J.)table to the
director's

tin~

for evaluation.

The greatest advantage to

this system is that it does not detract from the rehearsal
time.
The following is another plan suggested by Hindsley
and would seem to have a great deal of merit.

He suggests

that, when it is possible, individual playing and examination be done in sectional rehearsals rather than during the
rehearsal time.

By rehearsing each section once a week a
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director will have time to listen to individuals as well as
improve the quality of each section.

By regular perfornance

in front of these groups individuals will also develop an
ability to minimize stage fright in performance.

Such exam-

inations should include scales, technical work, Dnd the
music assigned.

Position in the group should be ereatly

determined by the success of the individuals in these
sessions.

If section rehearsals are not possible, a similar

pr>ocedure should be followed for a brief period during each
rehearsal.

The success of a group is largely dependent on

the ability of the individual players, and there is no
better way to insure this success than by an adequate snd
regular testing program (10:84).
V.

FINANCING THE INSTRUMENTAL PROGRAM

While it seems only right that public funds should
adequately support the music department, thj_s is rarely the
case.

Most music departments must find ways to supplement

their income in order to carry on an adequate prograra.
Listed are some methods of raising funds for tbe music
department as suggested by Hovey (11:45)'
1.

Rental fee for school owned instruments

2.

Uniform fees

3.

Membership fees

4.

Public concerts
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5.

nPop n concerts for the student body

6.

Instrumental festivals

7.

Percentae;e of the athletic department revenue

8.

Summer concert series

9.

Concerts by visiting groups

Additional funds can be raised by the sale of such
items as candy, bakery goods, light tlulbs, car washes,
dances, magazine saJ.e s, and as many more as the imaeination
can create.

Many of the above can be handled by a music

parents' club or other related group (11:45).
VI.

EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENT INVENTORY

An adequately equipped nmsic depari..1nent is extremely

important if a superior program is desired.

It does not

matter how capable a director is, if he suffers the frustrati on of a lack of adequate and quality equipment he cannot

do a good job.

Listed below are recommendations, as set

down by Best, for the amount and

t~ves

of equipment that

should either be owned by the music department or at least
available to them.

These reconmendations do not include such

standard equipment as chairs, pianos, and file cabinets.

It

should also be noted that this publication was printed in
1949.

Since this time music programs have changed consider-

ably as well as the kinds and quality of equipment desired.
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Risers.

Since the efficiency of a group largely

depends on the communication between the director end
players, it is suggested that a set of box-like risers be
built to accommodate the band or orchestra when pe1'forming.
These should be a portable type and built in small sections
so that they can easily be moved wherever the groups
perform.

It should also be noted that when groups are used

to performing on risers in the music room, "flat-seating"
will have en ill effect on the total performance.
Instrument storage.

Adequate storage space should be

provided for all instruments since they are delicately made
and damage easily.

Shelves, lockers, and cabinets can be

spaced around the room and should be placed in convenient
locations.

All shelves and compartments should be labeled

in order to avoid confusion.
A special percussion cabinet should also be provided
to house the many instruments and sound effects necessary to
this family.

This cabinet should be equipped with wheels

so that it can be moved easily.
Reuair equipment.

It is recommended that unless a

director has had a reasonable amount of training in the
repair of instruments, that he have the majority of bis work
done by a qualified instrument repairman.

There are times,

however, when it is impossible to have the work done due to
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a lack of time.

There are other eases when only a minor

adjustment, or pad and cork replacement is necessary.

When

these situations arise it is well to have a few tools and
supplies on hand.

These can either be purchased from a

local repairman or ordered from such sources as the Erick
D. Brand Band Instrument Repairing Manual.
Radio

~

otoor audio-visual

~·

Listed below are

electronic devices which are available to the band director
and of much value educationally.

When purchasing such items

as sound and recording equipment it is advisable to seek the
advice of an expert or one is apt to spend a great deal of
money and still not achieve the desired results.
1.

.A.M-FH radio.

2.

Stereo phonograph player.

3.

Recording equipment (should include 2 to 4 micro-

phones).
4.

?ublic address or other sound system.

5.

Chromatic stroboscope or other tuning device.

6.

b1ectric metronome (2:52-70).

In addition to the above equipment, Goldman suggests
that bands invest some of their money in equipment that might
be generally termed of educational value.

Such items as

increased record and tape collections will benefit students
a great deal and should be a part of every band inventory.
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A collection of books on music history and biographies of
composers as well as solo, ensemble, and chamber nm.sic compositions should also be available to the students.

These

will all help stinru.late musical growth among the students

(7:3).
The following is a reconnnended instrument inventory
as suggested by Best (2:71):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

String bass (4-10)
Tubas {4-8)
T:ymp ani ( l pair)
Bassoons (2)
Oooes (2)
French horn {4-8)
Gellos (4-12)
iolas (4-12)
English born (1)
Alto clarinets {2-4)
Bass clarinets (2-4)
Bass drum (1)
Baritone sax (1-2)
Bass sax {l)

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

Chimes (1 set)
Vibes, xylophone, marimba (1 each 1-3 to
4t Bva)
Euphoniums (2-4)
Contra bassoon (1)
Concert snare drum
(2-4)
Field snare drum (2-6)
Fluegelhorn (2)
Bass trombone (1)
Percussion traps
(l or 2 sets)
Contra bass cl'1rinet
{2)

VII.

PERFD H.·IANCE OF SECONDARY INSTRffilEN11AL GROUPS

There is an increasing amount of pressure being put
on schools to provide a better education for our students.
This is being felt in music as well as in other academic
areas.

Teachers an:l administrators are giving serious con-

sideration to this problem in an attempt to re-define the
goals in instrumental music.
Many educators feel that the band is being asked to
perform far too much and this tends to conflict with the
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prime goals of these groups.

The goals of instrumental

music organizat-lons should be to "strive for excellence of
performance and at the same time provide educational
experiences for their members and for the schools as a
whole (15:12). 11

Educators are also aware, however, of the

contributions of' the band to athletic events, pep assemblies
and school functions.
Many schools in the State of Oregon have adapted the
following policies in an attempt to improve their music program and sti 11 fulfill the obligations of the groups to
perform:

1.

Bands are now only asked to perform at home games.

No trips are taken away during the regular season.
2.

During post season chrunpionship games, bands tra-

vel a limited distance when it is considered essential.
3.

Football shows are limited to one or two home

games per season.
4.

Many bands have eliminnted mnrching drills alto-

gether in fa.var of better utilizing classroom time.

Hal.f'-

time en tortainment is then taken over by other school or
com:nun:i.ty groups.
5.

The number of pep assemblies has been reduced.

6.

Demands by the rally squads and other groups for

special music is limited and three to four v1eeks advance
notice is required.
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7.

The junior high school band is relieved altogether

of these responsibilities (15:121).
VIII.

MUSIC DROP-OUTS

Ver"IJ few documentary studies have been made on the
subject of the drop-out in instrumental music.

One such

study, however, was conducted by Kruth in the Oakland,
California School System in 1964.
According to Kruth, "from seventy to ninety percent
of the students starting instrumental music drop out before
graduation from bieh school (14:55)."

He goes on to state

that the problem of drop-outs has also shown a definite
increase in the last ten years.
Kruth discovered from the data he collected that
neither parental background, or occupation and nationality
were significant reasons for drop-outs, nor were individual
costs for lessons end supplies.

Data also proved that those

who dropped music did not lack talent or music ability.
Three major causes were given for drop-outs at the
tenth grade level.

The first had to do with the increased

opportunity for c;eneral electives at the tenth grade level.
The second reason had to do with weak recruiting end counseling techniques, and the lr:?..s t was re lated to the students'
desire to take required courses for collee;e entrance; the
latter could be labeled schedulincs problems.
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The majority of the drop-outs indicated that they
were sufficiently challene;ed nru.sically and intellectually by
their teachers.

Drop-outs between the junior and senior

high school did not prove to be a result of over-active
junior high school progrruns.

It was noted, however, that

ineffective teacher-student-parent relationships as well as
poor articulation between junior and senior high school were
significant causes (14:55-64).
IX.

CURRENT PATIONJlJ, AND LOCAL ACTIVITY

The arts, in general, are more and more becoming a
vital part of the American educational and social system,
and this is especially true of music.

Evidence of this fact

can be seen in the increased enrollment in school music
progrruns, end the increased sales of hi-fi and stereo equipment by the Amerlc8!1 public (1:71).
On the local level, communities are witnessing
increased activity with regards to the exposure of young
people to concerts, plays,

ru~d

other forms of the arts.

On

the national level as well, there has been much activity.
In 1963 one of the most important single projects in the
history of the growth of music in the United States c8I11e in
the form of the Ford Grant by the Ford Foundation.

The

grant, beginning in 1963 and continuing for a period of six
years, provided

~~l,380,000

for a project designed "to
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emphasize the creative aspects of music in the public
schools {12:40)."

In brief, the grant provides funds for

young composers to be assigned to secondary schools to
write music for orchestras, bands, choruses, and other
ensembles.

It is the hope of the Foundation that this pro-

ject will inevitably expand the repertory of good contemporary music in the secondary schools (12:40).
The federal government has also shown a great deal
of interest in seeing the arts flourish by enacting the
National Foundation in the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965.
~his

act provides ten million dollsrs a year over a period

of three years in grants-in-aid to help individuals and
institutions in the arts.

"The creation of this endowment

for the arts put the government for the first time in the
business of subsidizing arts for the arts sake (3:41)."
The feeling of the goverrnnent with regards to the
arts are well expressed in the following state1:ient by
President Johnson:
Vle have overcome many needs, but we are becoming
increasingly aware that physical comfort is not
enough. The public's happiness is extremely important and the arts contribute greatly to this state

(3:42).

This sentiment was shared by another president,
John Quincy Adruns, when durine his administration he stated
that "we must learn the arts of war and indep ondence so that
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our children can learn engineering and architecture so that
their grand children may learn fine arts and painting (16:
49). 11
The late president Jobn F. Kennedy is largely responsible for the effort that is being put forth on behalf of
the arts.

It was during his administration that three

events set the goverr:onent moving in this direction.

First,

Secretary of Lab:>r Arthur Goldberg intervened and settled
the Metropolitan Opera Strike of 1961.

The second event

was the app ointr.J.ent of August Heckscher as special consultant to the president on the arts, and the third event was
the appointment in June 1963, of an Advisory Council on the
Arts, the first government body ever to be concerned
exclusively with the arts (3:45-46).
Locally there has also been considerable activity.
In the spring of 1966, twenty-eight school districts were
exposed to concerts by the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
This was a result of Public Law 89-10 of the Elementary
Secondary Act of 1965.

The Orchestra held thirteen con-

certs for a total of 29,342 seventh grade students in the
Seattle Opera House.

There were also four performances of

La Boheme for over twelve thousand students.

Forty thousand

children were given the opportunity of hearine; two hundred
performances by ensembles.

Students have also received a

total of ten thousand hours of individual coaching by
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professional musicians.

Work is now in progress to further

develop the Arts and Sciences Center in Seattle.

When com-

plete, visiting students will be able to see a play, view
an art exhibit, and hear a f'ull concert all in one day.
A further example of the importance of the arts,
music in pnrticular, to a country was seen in Israel.

Faced

with the immigration of people from seventy-five different
countries, Israel turned to music o.s one channel of communication to help bring together a nation of varied customs and
languages.

A program for bringing music to the immigrant

settlers was started by the Minis try of Educ a ti on e.:h.d
Culture in 1950.

This program involved an interchange of

songs brought to Israel from the various countries {9:124).
To the individual, participation in instrumental
music memls far more than mere preparation for performance,
for many may never continue the study of music beyond their
school years.

It is of value to any individual to become

involved, at least to a small degree.

One learns to

appreciate and urrl er stand nmsic a great deal more if he has
actively participated in it (20:43).

There are those who

feel that "the nervous systems of future scientists might
be enhanced by a well planned program in the arts {20:43)."
With regards to bands, there are many who have said
that the true era of the band was in the days of Sousa,
Pryor, and G1h1ore.

The truth is that there is more activity
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in the band today than ever before.

In the United States

there are well over thirty thousand school, military, professional, and community bands.

There has also been a

change in bands from an organization of professional
musicians, whose purpose is to provide entertainment, to a
school music organization whose purpose is to provide a
musical education and experience.

The place of the band in

the public schools is well expressed by Goldman in the
following quotation (7:5):
The band does have a place in the school, for the
band can do more than provide light entertainment or
pleasant group activity or the opportunity to get
dressed up in fancy uniforms. These aspects of the
band can and should be utilized, of course; they
a.pp eal to youngsters, as do parades and games. But
they cannot be the end of the activity, only the
means. It is proper that the band, rather than the
orchestra, µrhaps, be a part of a public school program., for our schools are essentially popular institutions for all of the people, and no longer exclusive
institutions for a privileged few. The band is more
truly a reflection of the culture of the public school
system. But at the same time, the band in the school
must constantly try to improve and to educate, for
that is the function of any school, public or private,
large or small (7:16).

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES
General statement.

A questionnaire survey was

selected as the best means of securing information regarding the opinions and practices of instrumental music
teachers and directors in first class school districts in
the State of Washington.

One questionnaire was designed

for elementary schools and the other for secondary schools.
Both were sent to the individual directors.

The Highline

School District was handled in exactly the same manner.
Specific areas of inquiry.

Areas of inquiry for the

elementary questionnaire were as follows:
1.

Questions concerning the pre-instrumental prac-

tices of each director and school district.
2.

Questions concerning the instrumental programs

in each elementary school.
3.

Questions concerning the testing and grading

practices of each director.
4.

Questions of a general nature with emphasis on

school district practices and policies.
Areas of inquiry for the secondary questionnaire
were as follows:
1.

Rehearsal procedures and practices

2.

Testing and grading practices
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3.

Questions concerning the financing of each

instrumental program
4.

Instrument and equipment inventories of each

5.

Questions concerning the amount and kinds of

school

performances in the secondary schools
6.

Summer school programs

7.

String programs

8.

Questions of a general nature concerning the opin-

ions and practices of each recipient.
Questionnaire distribution.

Questionnaires were sent

to fifty-two first class school districts simultaneously.
Within these districts there are eighty-four high schools
and 124 junior high schools.

The number of elementary

school directors is much harder to determine since one may
service several schools.

For this reason an approximate

number was sent to each district music supervisor or coordinator to distribute to his elementary nmsic personnel.
~

total of 190 elementary questionnaires were sent.

Response was considered to be sufficiently adequate to avoid
sending follow-up letters and questionnaires.
Tabulation and analysis.

The response to the second-

ary questionnaire was slightly less than 65 per cent.

high

schools from thirty-eight school districts and junior high
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schools from forty-two school districts responded.

Elemen-

tary responses v1ere much more difficult to tabulate.

One

hundred-ninety questionnaires were sent out and sixty-three
returned.

Department heads from several large districts

replied for all elementary personnel and returned the balance
of unused questionnaires.

An undetermined number of dis-

tricts received more questionnaires than there were
elementary music personnel.

Thirty-five of the fifty-two

districts responded for a total of slightly less than
68 per cent.
Elementary, junior high, s.nd senior highs were each
tabulated separately.

The Highline School Distri.ct was also

te.bulsted separately in an attempt to facilitate comparisons.
In addition, comments and printed material from directors
and department heads have been reported.
Final conclusions and recommendations have been based
upon the results of the survey.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The results of the survey has been divided into four
basic sections.

The first is based on the elementary ques-

tionnaire and reflects indivicual opinions and practices of
elementary :music personnel e.s well as the practices of the
districts as a whole.

Additional comments and supplementary

material supplied by the recipients is also contained in
this section.

The second section reflects the results of

the junior high questionnaire and the third those of the
high school recipients.

The secondary sections reflect the

opinions and practices of the individual directors as well
as the practices and policies of the individual districts
from which they come.

The final section is devoted to the

results of the Highline School District questionnaires.
This section is subdivided into elementary, and secondary
results.

This facilitates comparisons to be made between

the Highline School District and other first class school
districts in the State of 1.lllashington.

I.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RESULTS

~-instrumental

£rogram.

The first section of the

elementary questionnaire was designed to obtain information
related to the practices of each district end individual
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music teacher with regards to their pre-instrumental music
programs.

This section was divided into five subdivisions.

The first subdivision was concerned with the number
of schools using music aptitude tests.

Thirty schools

indicated they did use a music aptitude test and twenty-six
did not.

The tests being used, the methods of informing

parents of test results, and the directors' opinions
regarding the validity of the tests are summarized below:
Test Name
Respondents Test NElllle
Respondents
Bloom
Heath
Conn Music
...h_o_r_e
_________.3, ,.3___..,.,S_e-=--lnier
MusicAptitude
Survey
53

.,,,S~e-a-s

Kwalwasser-Dykema
McCreary
Boosey Hawkes

5
2
1

Calvin Storey
Original tests

--

3
8

METHODS OF INF'ORMING PARENTS OF '1 EST R1 :SULTS
1

1

~et~od f8e4
Nµm.ber o§ Directors
e er o parents
7
Phone
4
Personal contact
3
Via the studen~t-s~----~2=------~
General meetings
2

VALIDITY OF TESTS
Degree of Validity
of Tests Given

Low

Opinion of Directors
Concerning Validity
9

14
4

The second subdivision was concerned with the number
of schools using such pre-band instruments e.s tonettes or
song flutes.

Twenty-four indicated they did use them and
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thirty-one did not.

In fourteen cases students purchased

the instruments and in ten the school did.

Seventy-six per

cent of the respondents reported that their pre-band group
was allowed to perform.
PRE-BAND INSTRUMENTS USED
Song F'lute

Name of Instrument
Number of respondents using each

Tonette Flutophone Recorder

14
~-BAND

METHODS

Name of
Number Using
Method
Ee.ch
Tonette Tunes and
Techniques
1
The Balwin
Method
4
Musictliile with
Flu top hones
1
The Melody FUn
Book
1

--

4

8

2

~

Name of
Method

Number Using
Each

Ple.y-a-Tune Method

1

Self Designed

4

Rote

2

TIME DEVOTED TO PRE-BAND INS'l'RUMENT STUDY
~~~-

Amount of Time A11otted
Number of Responding
Schools

~

~

One Quarter

One Semester

One Year

3

7

11

PERSONNEL TEACHING PRE-BAND INSTRUMENTS
Music
Class room Class room Teacher
Teacf.er Assigned Personnel Teacher
Assisted by Music Tchr.
Number of Responding Schools
14
10
2
FREQUENCY OF

~-BAND

Meetings Per Week
1
Number of Responding Schools 7

CLASS MEETINGS
2

3

10

1

4
0

5
3
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The third subdivision asked teachers to indicote
whether arry attempt was made to control the type of instruments started relative to high school needs.

Twenty-five

indicated they did attempt to control instrumentation and
twenty-six did not.
The fourth subdivision dealt with the promotion of
the beginning instrumental program.

Five methods were sug-

gested for response; several provided additional methods.
Listed below are the methods being used for promotional
purposes and the number of schools using each indicated to
the left.

It should be noted that most schools use a com-

bination of the following:
1.

32 Concerts by junior and senior high school

2.

39 Concerts by grade school groups

3.

51 Demonstration and discussion of the instruments

4.

32 General promotional meetings of all fourth and

groups

fifth grades
5.

_!_Performances by 9rofessional groups (local

symphony, etc.)
6.
7.

2 Films and records
__£_Demonstration concerts

The fifth subdivision dealt w::tb the evening organizational meetings held by school districts in connection
with their recruitment programs.

'l'hirty-five schools
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indicated they held organizational meetings and twenty did
not.

Twenty-nine schools held these meetings in the fall

and four held them in the spring of each year.

The number

of meetings held is usually governed by the number of grade
schools in the district.

Thtrty-two schools reported that

all students and their parents could attend the meetings
regardless of success in the testing progrem and two indicated they did limit attendance on this basis.
The balance of this subdivision was devoted to the
part music stores played in the organizational meetingso
Nine schools invited one music store to their meetings,
usually the local dealer, six invited more than one dealer,
and seventeen did not invite a music store.
Results revealed that twelve schools allowed the
music store to conduct business at the meetings and ten did
not.

Fifteen directors stated that the only function the

store was allowed to perform was supplying price lists and
rental ini'orma ti on; nine schools permitted the actual
transaction of business to take place.
The instrumental program.

This section of the ques-

tionnaire was designed to obtain information related to the
instrumental progrmns in the elementary schools.

The first

subdivision was concerned with the grade level at which the
students could start on a musical instrument.

The results
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are sunnnRrized in the following chert:
Eeginning Grade
Beginning
Band

Subjects
Beginning
Strings

Third Grade

Beginning Band
and Strings

1

Fifth Grade

39

Sixth Grade

4

1

The second subdivision asked how of ten the instrumental groups met and the length of the periods.

The

results are summarized below:
Meetinss :12er '}eek

Minutes 2er Period
Number of
ResEondents

30

35

40

45

50

60

14

3

17

12

2

4

Varies
3

2

3

4

5

7 36 13

0

3

1

Two directors reported meeting with their bands after
school and provided students with a short private lesson
during school time.

A sample schedule of homogeneous and

heterogeneous grouping was provided by one recipient and
is pictured below.

In small schools the homogeneous group-

ing is abandoned for the heterogeneous arrangement.

In

order to make this arrangement a success, the directors
have to make use of before school and noon hours.
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A SAMPLE OF A WEEKLY BAND SCHEDULE FOR HOMOGENEOUS AND
HETEROGENEOUS GROUPING AS SUBMITTED BY ONE DISTRICT

Day
Monday

----Elementary Schools Being Serviced
School A School B School C School D School E School F

FUil

Fii11

Band
Pend
Tuesday
WoodFull
Winds
Band
Wednesday PerFUll
cussion Band
Thursday Brass
XXXX
Friday
F'U11
Fi111
Band
Band
Time
8:259:309:00
10:00
Part before sch.

FU11

FUil

Band
WoodWinds
Percussion
Brass

Band
Bani
WoodWoodWinds
Winds
PerPercussion cussion
Brass
Brass
Full
Fii11
Band
Band
12:201:301:00
2:10
Part noon
recess

Fli11

Band
10:3511:15

F"U11

Fii11
Band
WoodWinds
Percussion
Brass

Fii11

Bind
2:303:10

The third subdivision was designed to find out when the
instrument al classes met.

Forty-six recipients stated that

s tudan ts had to be excused from their regule.r classes to take
part in the program, eight did not have to be excused and
five stated that classes met partly during school time and
partly during other hours.
Of the schools reporting that their classes did not
meet during school, three met durir.g recess end noon hours,
and two met on Saturday.

In one school district both vocal

and instrumental music are taught at the sane time, making
it possible to meet during the school day and not interfere
with the regular academic classes.

This means that an

instrumental student need not participate in the general
music program of the class.
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Thirty-four schools stated that the classroom teacher
had no influence on the selection of students to be dismissed from class to participate in the program.

Eight

directors stated tbat the classroom teacher could exercise
varying degrees of control when a student's work was not up
to standard.
The four th subdl vision was designed to obtain information regarding the beginning text used by the schools and
asked if all of the grade schools being serviced by the
recipients used the same method: forty-two did and fifteen
did not.

Some recipients indicated they did not use the

same method but noted the fact tba t one method was used for
wind instruments and another for strings.

For this reason

it is felt that the following figures can not be considered
to be totally reliable.

The chart below is a summary of the

methods that were used by the responding schools.
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS BEING USED BY RESPONDENTS

Method
Balwin Band Series
First Division Band Method
Master Method
The M.P.H. Method
Easy Steps to Bani
Tune-a-Day
A'filebaum Stritg Builder
T
Bornoff Met od
Merle Isaac Method

Publisher
Bel win
Balwin
Kjos
M.P.H.
Mills
Boston
Belwin
Big Three
Cole

Schools Using Each
12
19
2
4
2
3
3

2

1
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The fifth subdivision asked if the recipient maintained a music personnel file on each student which would
follow him through all twelve grades.

Sixteen recipients

kept such a file and thirty-nine did not.
Inquiries into performance revealed that all advance
groups were given an opportunity to perform.

Tne amount of

performance is summarized in the following chart:
Times Per Year

1-2

2-3

3-4

No. of Schools

10

22

15

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

1

5

1

The next subdivision of tbis question asked if the
beginnine; groups were ever inclu:l ed in the above performances.

Forty-eight recipients stated tba t the beginning

groups were included, but in fifteen csses they were not.
Seventy per cent of too beginninr groups were given an
opportunity to perform by thernselv es.
Testip.g and grading.

This section of tbe question-

naire deals with the testing and grading practices of the
elementary schools.

The first question asked the number of

practice hours per week each director required of his students.

The following chart sunn112rizes the results of this

question:
Hours Practice Per Week

---

Number of Directors

1

2-3

1

11

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

--------25
7
5
2
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Of those falling in the three to four hour bracket,
many require a half hour per day or three and a half hours
per week.

There seems to be a degree of consistency among

di rec tors to re(1u:ire a given portion of time to beginning
groups and another for advanced.

Many, unfortunately, did

not stipulate the level for which they were responding.
The second question of this section is concerned with
testing practices and is divided into four subdivisions.

In

the first subdivision the writer attempted to determine the
frequency of the testing in the grade schools.

l<'or many

directors this seemed to be a difficult question to answer.
801113

stated they test to some degree every day, others asked

what type of tests the writer had in mind; and still others
stated that the frequency can not be stated in terms of e.n
exact number per month.

Taking the above into consideration,

the writer recorded the following data from the questionnaires received:
Tests given per month
Recipients

1

2

3

4

5

10

5

6 12

1

6

7

8
3

In fifty per cent of the a"OOve cases the tests were
found to be written.

It was also revealed that seventy-one

per cent of the directors used supplementary material in
addition to the class method; this material was also used
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as a basis for testing.

The supplementary material used and

the number of directors using each is sumrn.arized on tbe
following chart:
SUPPLEMENTARY MJ\.TEI{[ AL USED FOR TESTING

MateriSl
Scales

Reci2ient s
32

Material
Basic the ocy

Rhythm reading

27

Memorization

1

Musical terms

24

Ru bank material

1

Solo perfonnance

20

Tone

1

Arpeggios

15

Dicta.ti on

1

ReciEients

2

Verbal

2

Articulation

1

Sight reading

2

Compos 1 ti on

2

The final portion of this section was concerned with
the number of schools using a separate progress report for
their music classes.

In sixty-four per cent of the schools

it was discovered that a separate card was being used.

In

a few other cases directors indicated while they were not
now in use in their schools, they hoped that they soon would
be.

General information.

This section of the elementary

questionnaire was devoted to questions pertaining to district
practices and suggestions of the individual directors.

Four

questions in this section are pertinent to this study and
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the balance are designed to provide the author with supplementary information.

The latter will not be included in

this paper.
The first subdivision was designed to find out
whether school districts impose a charge for the use of
school-ovmed instruments.

Tv1enty of the forty-five direc-

tors who responded to this question indicated that their
district did impose such a chRrge.

The annual rental fee

for these ins trurnents ranged from four to fourteen dollars
and in one case the charge was ten dollars per semester.
Three districts imposed a ten dollar deposit fee which
would be refunded to the students at the end of the year.
Two schools chr:rged one dollar per year for the purpose of
insuring the instruments.
The district honor band is the subject of the next
quest.ion.

Six districts reported having honor bands, in

three there were honor orchestras, and in thirty-eight no
honor organization existed.

One honor group reported con-

ducting one rehearsal per month, another twice-monthly, and
five reported holding weekly rehearsals.

li~hen

asked if

there was a charge for participation in these groups, one
school indicated that there was none, and two reported a
charge of four dollars per semester.

One school district

has an honor band which meets for a six week session during
the summer months and imposes an eight dollar charge for
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participating.

Performance by these groups ranged from one

to eight times annually.

When asked how much compensation

the directors received for their work only a few responded.
One district pays its director five dollars per hour and
another five and a half dollars per hour.

Another district

stated that their director did not receive any compensation
for this service.
The third subdivision of this s action was designed to
obtain data regarding the travel compensation of the elementary teachers who must travel from school to school.

Forty-

five teachers responded to this question and thirty-seven
indicated they did receive some form of compensation.

The

followinr chart is a summary of the results of this question:
Amount of
7¢ per 8¢ per 9¢ per 10¢ per District $50.00
Compensation mile
mile
mile
mile
car
Annually
Respondents

1

22

3

10

4

1

The final question was desigp.ed to aid the author in
determining which collections for elementary bands and
orchestras were most used by the recipients.

It was dis-

covered that a great variety of material is being used and
that no one or two collections are considered by the
majority to be the best.
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II.
Rehearsals.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL RESULTS
Out of sixty-eight responses to th:I.s

question sixty-five indicated that they did use a portion of
each period for warming up and tecbnica.l training.

'rhe

amount of time devoted varied from five to twenty-five
minutes.

Many directors stated that the time spent warming

up varied from day to day but an average time was given.
The amount of time devoted to wanning up and the number of
directors doing so have been stmnnarized in the following
chart:
Minutes for warm-up 0-5
Recipients

2

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

21

24

14

2

In question number two directors were asked what
material they desired to cover during this period.

A variety

of answers were given in connection with this question; however, a degree of consistency can be noted from the following
chart:
Material
Scales
Arpeggios
Technical studies
Etudes
Original harmonic
work
':Jritten work

Number
62
36
4'7

29

1
1

Number
Material
Interval studies
35
48
Chorales
44
Chords (sustained)
Original rhythm
studies
8
Articulation drills
5
Exercises for following
the director
1
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Results revealed that a great variety of technique
oooks are

bein~·

used in junior high schools today.

It should

be mentioned that some of those noted below are being used
in second bands while others are being used for ad', anced
1

groups only.

Some directors indicated which methods each

group used, but the vast majority did not.

The following

chart lists the methods being used and the number of people
using each:
Number

Method

Method

Number

First Division Series
Belwin Publishing Co.

8

127 Original Exercises
Belwin Publishing Co.

3

Rehearsal Fundamentals
Belwin Publishing Co.

4

Pares
Kjos Publishing Co.

3

101 Rhythm Rest Patterns
Belwin Publishing Co.

3

20 Rhythmical Studies
Belwin Publishing Co.

3

Ensemble and Drill
Schmidt-Hall &
McCreary Co.

17

Bel win Progressive
Balwin Publishing Co.

7

Scale Etudes
Schmidt-Hal 1
McCreary Co.

12

Belwin Intermediate
Balwin Publishing Co.

4

He.l Leonerd Band Method
Hal Leonard Co.

6

40 Rhythidca.l Studies
Be lw in Pub lis bing Co.

2

150 Original Exercises
Belwin Publishing Co.

5

24 Arban-Close
Belwin Publishing Co.

6

&

The i'inal question of this section was desic;ned to
determine the number of di rectors that use a book of chorales
or related material for warming up.

It also asked directors
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to indicate the name of the material they used for this
purpose.

Sixty-one responses to this question were received;

thirty-six indicated they did use such a collection and
twenty-five did not.

Leonard Smith's Treasure of Scales

{Belwin Publishing Co.) was used by the majority of the
directors.

Other collections r'ere Barrett and J ancourt

(Belwin Publishine Co.), Choral Classics (Rubank Publishing
Co.), Fifty F'amous Chorales (Kjos Publishing Co.) and

Forty-two Chorales (Bourne Publishing Co.)•
Grading.

In this section directors were asl{ed

to

confine their answers to the requirements of advanced groups
only.

The first qw stion asked directors if they had a

specified group of requirements upon which grades were based
and to indicate what these requirements were.

Fifty-four of

the sixty recipients responded affirmatively to the first
part of this question.

The greatest emphasis was placed on

the ability of the stud en ts to play sen.lea and read rhythms.
A breakdown of the responses are summarized below:
45 Scale facility

34 Ability to read
-rhythms
__g_z__Solo performance
28 Musical terms

___g_Q_Elementary theory

-11 Interval studies
---1._Ability to play parts
__g_Challenging

-1.§_Arpeggio s

__g_'Iritten exams

___g_Tone production

2 Unit
-work

technical and misc.
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With regards to the frequency of the testing, twentysix directors tested on a random basis, eleven tested
weekly, ten bi-weekly, three bi-quarterly, twelve monthly,
and four quarterly.

Some directors indicated they rarely

tested their groups ar:d they were placed in the random
category.

One director stated that in his opinion testing

is over-emphasized and that the only time he tested his
groups is when report cards made it necessary.

He went on

to state that the only 121.otive for hard work should be
satisfaction of accomplishment and enjoyment of learning.
The final question of the grading section asked
directors to indicate what per cent of the student's grade
was based on a given list of items.

Several stated th,1t it

was impossible to assie;n a per cent to any given item.

To

these people grades are based on a combination of all the
listed itel21.s and more.

'Ihe vast majority, however, did

respond to the question as requested.

The followine chart

summarizes the results of their answers:

00% 10% 2()5"& 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
10% 20% 30% 40% 50~ 60% 70% 80% 90% 100~
Attendance at
performances

5

12

6

Practice time

2

10

12

14

3
1

Atti rude

2

1

7

2

1

21

5

3

7

1

8

9

12

6

7

4

2

9

17

15

5

9

2

4

~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~

Testing
Class perfo nnance

1
1

1
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Financi:qg the instrumental program.

Supplementing

the incore of the instrumental department is one of the
greatest problems facing the band or orchestra director.

In

an attempt to find out what methods are most commonly in use
today fue fir st part of this section aslcs recipients to
state the method or methods by which tbey supplement the
funcis provided by the school district.

Pictured below is a

summary of this information.
MElliODS BEING USED TO SUPP LEM ENT INCOME

Method

00% 10% 20%30% 40% 50% 60fo 70% 809~ 90J~ Can't de10% 20% 30% 40fa 50% 60% 70~ so% 90%lco% termine

A.S.B.

funds
Athletic
departmert

12

2

4

3

2

2

1

1

5

6

1

1

1

14

1

3

l

Band

~rejects

oncert
funds

Donations

2
3

3

3

1

1

P.T.A.

1

1

1

Band

parents

2

Band fee

2

Four dollars per student per year (one school)

The second question of this section was concerned with
the purchase of music by the schools.

Sixty-one of the

sixty-four responses to this question indicated that each
secondary school was allowed to :µurchase its own music.
Those who did not, usually had to obtain their music from a
district library.

Fifty-nine schools were allowed to
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purchase music as they needed it, four were asked to place
a bulk order once per year, and one was asked to order twice
yearly.

Music budgets varied from one to eight hundred

dollars annually.

Some schools do not have a regular music

budget, but buy as district funds permit.

One school

district allows forty cents per student enrolled in the
school for the purchase of music.
Directors were next asked to indicate the annual
instrmnent budget of their school.

The majority stated they

had no set budget, but order instruments as they are needed
and as funds permit.

Many budgets are dependent on the

passing of school levies.

It is quite common for the stated

instrument budgets to include the repair and maintenance of
the instrument inventory.

The following chart is a summary

of the music and instrument budgets for the responding
schools:
A SUMMARY OF ANNUAL INSTRUMHTT AND MUSIC BUDGETS

900
1000

Amoun
Music

7

17

13

11

3

2

3

Instrument

1

4

1

1

2

1

4

2

l

The final question asked directors if it was tbe
policy of

thei1~

school to impose a chf.lrge for the use of

school-owned ins tru-nen ts; twenty-eight per cent of the
schools indicated they did.

Five schools imposed an annual
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charge of from one to four dollars, nine from five to nine
dollars, ten from ten to nineteen dollars, and one school a

An insurance fee of one

charge of twenty dollars per year.

dollar is asked by some schools while others charge a ten
dollar deposit to be returned to students at the end of the
year.
Instrument inventory.

This section was designed to

p!\Jvide the writer with information regarding the instrument
inventories of the various schools.

It was felt that the

best way to present this data would be in graph form.

Each

instrument is indicated separately as well as the number
owned by each res:;_Jonding school.

The graph is presented on

the following page.
The sizes and types of particular

inst~J.ments

could

not be placed on the graph so they are included below.
Twenty-six schools use piccolos in the key of "C" and ten
used piccolos in the key of

11

Db."

Cymbal sizes and types

are summarized in the following chart:

!:_ SUMMARY Q! INSTRUMENT INVENTORIES

Instrument

Instrument
1

3

2

4

Piccolo

~2

5

3

Oboe

27 24

3

6 __7_ _§___<J 10

5

1

3

Eng. Horn
Bassoon

32 15

5

Alto Clar.

10

4

2

1

Bass Clar.

20 BO

0

3

Cont. E. Clar.
.

··~·

6

5

7

5 12

Scotch Drum

6

Concert S.D.

4 19

8

8

2

2

Marching S.D.

1 10

2 15

2

2

Chimes
Bell Lyra

2

~·

4

Tenor Drum

Orch. Bells
2

3

2

22

2

1

1

8
1

1

~

2

4

7
41

3

1

~-

Bari Sax

49 10

Tenor Sax

~?

Flgl. Hno

1

Sgl. F Hn.

2

Gong

13
2
6

2

9 20

8

1

1

9

1

2

2

2

2

Cymbals (pr.)

43 26

Susp. Cymbal
·.rympani \.ea. J
Tympani (pr.)

12
50

Sousaphn.

1

2

Dbl. Hn.

5

7

Bass Trb.

7

Bari Horn

2

9 11 20

Rcdnp:. Bass
BBb
Sousaphn.

7

7

Concert B.D.

49

8

3

Trombone

1

Marchinfi B.D.

22

2

1

Trap Set

2

2

3

.c.o

Sgl. Bb Hn.

1

3

2

Alto Hn.

1

5

6

3

3

2

3 15 22 12

1

4

1

1

1

String Bass

1

Alto Sax

1

Marimba

1

Bb Clarinet

1

9

1

1

1

1

10
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the size, but of those who did, a pair of twenty-five and
twenty-eight inch tynrpani proved to be the sizes used by
everyone.

Two schools reported owning a third tympani but

failed to give its size.
Miscellaneous equipment.

This section dealt with

equipment owned by the instrument department in addition to
instruments and fixtures.

The following chart reflects the

answers to this question; where directors indicated school
ownership, figures were omitted.
Equipment .
Tape recorder
Record player
Stereo
Mono.
Portable risers
Mutes
Repair tools

Recipients
36
45
20
12
17
5
15

Performance.

Equipment
Recip,ient s
Stage band stmids
7
Public address system
5
Pep band uniforms
19
Band uniforms
15
Strobocorm
1
Stand lights
1
Electric tuner
18

This question was concerned with the

nuJUbers and types oi' performance of the various schools.
Results revealed that the greatest nmnbers of performances
were in three main areas: school assemblies, concerts, and
band contests.

These were followed by festivals, pare.des,

and exchange assemblies.

The occasions and the number of

performances at each are summarized in the chart on the
following page.
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Occasion

Times per year
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

15 9 3 2 5 8 12 8 5-4 2 2

Parades
Assemblies

28 6 l

Fe8t1vals

lO 11 12 13 14 l5
3

l~

~-~~~~-~--~~-

Exchanges
--,_7 5 2 1 1
t!oncerts
12719]2 1
Contests ----------·""5..,...0-2=-----------1r2-~1--·----ri:rips wi.th team
·---Ball games .
2
1 1 6
1 10
diVic affairs
2 2
1
------~-~----~ ~~-Service clubs
1 l
Elementary programs
--11 - - - - - - - - P .T .A.
1
..- ----..

-----------·--·-----·

Summer music.

In this section an attempt has been

made to tabulate results on the basis of school districts
since the 8reat majority of these procrams are district
sponsored.

Forty-tvvo districts responded to this question

and thirty-three indicated they maintained a sununer program
of some k:ind.

The charge for participating varied from five

to thirty dollars and sessions v.rere from four to six weeks
in length.

One large district reported they did not charge

students to participate in the program.

The great majority

of the schools impose a charge of froni_ ten to nineteen
dollars for a full session.
The final question was desir;ned to determine what
the school districts included in the curricula of their
sumner prograr:s.

The results of the survey are sumrn.arized

on the chart on the following page.
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surn,'IER SCHOOL ItUSIC CURRICULL.11:18
-~fo.bject

Districts

Subject

30

Theory

Beginning insts.
Private study

14

Music history

9

7

Small group instctn.

26

Orchestra

26

Cone ert band

30

Small ensemble

19

___E_l_e_m_e_n_t_a._r_.y....______ 29 ._,__i)tage_b_an_d___________l_4__
Junior high

General nru.sic

39

2

·-------

~~~------'~"'------~~~

High s ch._o_o_.l_____l..;;.3_ _ _C_o_n_d_u_c_t_i_P£....,O'-Orchestra.

3

Sixty-eight directCFs responded to this

section and fifty-seven reported they had an orchestra in
their building.

One junior high school Gid not have an

orchestra in its buildine so the director took what string
students he had to the hie;h school and combined with the
high school students.

The following charts su:m.marize the

number of strings in each building and the level at which
strings may begin.

It should be noted that several direc-

tors stated they start strings a year earlier than winds in
order to e;ive then the advantage they need.
NUMBER OF STRINGS ?ER BUILDING

of

o-

4o-

4
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10- 15- 20~ 25- 30- 35-

strin~s

14

19

24

29

34

39

44

schools

1

3

10

11

8

7

5

5

5

No.

No. o

45- 50- E5- 6949 54 59 65

1

1

1
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LEViL AT \.1IICH STRINGS MAY BEGIN

Starting Grade Level

~

Number of Res Dor.dent a

3

General inf'orma tion.

4

5

6

7

36

24

1

3

Practices of the school dis -

tricts and opinions of the individual directors were the
topics of this portion of the questionnaire.

Directors were

first asked to indicate what, in their opinion, were the two
grentest causes for the drop-out of instrumentalists in the
high school.

Scheduling problems was unanimously selected

by the recipients; lack of interest was considered to be the
second e;reatest cause.

Several other reasons were listed

and they a1•e smmnarized in the following chart.
CAUSES l 110R

Cause

INSTRIBv'll:J~TALIS

Number

T DROP-OUTS

.Cause

Number

Lack of instruments

_2_ _L_o_w_....;p_l_a.....,y...;.i_ng_...'"--"a"-b-i...;.l;;.;;i;..;t;.wy____.L_

Tired of plaiing
11 They 1 ve had it all
in junior high"

8

Lack of instructors

3

Scheduling problems
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2

..,,L_a_c_k_o_f~i_n._t_,e,,_r_e_s_t,,,--,~_____
30
__

Over emphasis of the
academic progran

Chose other activities
Emphasis -on college
prepara t:lo n
Competition of athletics
islike high school
ins true tor

2
2
l
3

No push from the jr. high 1

2

The ne::t question dealt with the amount of effort
that was put forth to insure a well balanced instrumentation
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in the junior and senior high through control of the
beginning program.

There were s ixty-tbree responses to

this question and in forty-seven cases directors stated
that steps were taken to insure good instrument at ion.

The

amount of control exercised by each director varied to a
degree; some seemed to have a great deal more than others.
Question number three of' this section was concerned
with the amount of influence director::., felt the socioeconomic status of a community had on the success of an
instrumental progrl3Il1..

Thirty-two directors were of the

opinion that it had a great deal of influence, thirty-one
that it had a moderate amount, and four stated that it had
very little influence on the program.
In several cases recipients expressed the feeling that
the success of a program was solely dependent on the director.

It should be within his power to overcome financial

obstacles with & good progren..

Others stated that, in their

op inion, a low incor.Je co:mmuni ty has a great many families
that lack a cultural background; consequently they do not
encourage their children to play an instrument.
The

i~nal

question of the junior high questionnaire

was designed to obtain information regarding stage bands in
the junior high schools.

Sixty-five junior high schools

responded to this question and forty per cent reported
havinr a stage band.

The amount of weekly practice varied
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from one to five hours.

In one case it is a regul&rly

scheduled class; in another it met during school time three
times per week.

Fourteen schools reported spending one

hour a week for a stage band rehearsal, five rehearse two
hours per ·week, four rehearse three hours per week, and one
school rehearsed five hours weekly.

Seven schools conducted

these rehearsals during school hours and seventeen before
or after school hours.
III.

HIGH SCHOOL RESULTS

Al though id En ti cal questionnaires were sent to both
high s cbools and junior high schools, the results have been
tabulated and recorded separately.

It was felt that the

results of' such questions as rehearsal techniques, instrument inventory, miscellaneous equipment, and performance
would differ from those of the junior high.

The results of

questions which reflect personal opinions and practices
might also vary due to the level from which they come.

The

section on summer school music is omitted since it reflects
district practices and was tabulated accordingly in the
junior high school section.
Rehearsals.

Results revealed that ninety-three per

cent of the high school directors use a portion of each
period for warmine; up and technical training.

The great
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majority used from five to fifteen minutes daily.

Two

indicated they used no more than five minutes and one
reported he used between twenty and twenty-five minutes
daily.
The material used in this period is reflected in
question number
chart.

two and is surmaarized in the following

Again, as was found in the case of the junior high

schools, the greatest emphasis was jJlaced on scales,,
arpegcios, technical studies, anu warm up material.
Number

Material

Number

Scales

42

Interval studies;;;..-.

18

Arpeggios

26

Chorales

Technical stu.dies

26

Chords

0

Theory

Material

___ ____

26
·----··-·-

22

Etudes

Viritten work

_L_i_p_s_l_u_r_s____~--------~~l

Intonation work

The third question of this section revealed that
approximately seventy per cent of the directors used a
technique book in connection with this ";ork.

By far the

most widely used method was the Ensemble and Drill Method.
Several other methods r1ere reported to have been in use and
they are listed on the chort on the next page.
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Methoa
Ensemble and Drill
Schmidt-Hal 1 &
McCreary Co.
Hal Leonard
Hal Leonard Co.
24 Arban Klose
Belwin Publishing
40 Rhythmical Studies
Balwin Publishing
59 Studies in Unison
Belwin Publishing
Rehears al 1''undament als
Bel win Pu bli s hing

Mur~ber

19
2
3

Co.
1

Co.
Co.

1
1

Co.

Irum'6er
Method
i27 Original Exercises
1
Belwin Publishing Co.
Scale Etudes
3
Schmidt-Hall &
McCreary Co.
1
32 All in One Studies
Belwin Publishing Co.
1
Rubank Advance Vol. I
Rubank Publishing Co.
1
20 Rhythmic al Studies
Balwin Publishing Co.
1
Barret and Janco urt
Belwin Publishing Co.

In the final question it was revealed that slightly
more than sixty per cent of the recipients used a book of
chorales or similar material for warming up their groups.
The method used by seventy-two per cent of the schools was
Leonard Smith's Treasury of Scales (Belwin Publishing Co.).
Gradi~.

In re ply to the .f j_r st qu es ti on in this

section, seventy per cent of the directors reported they had
a specified group of technical and other requirements upon
which students' grades were based.

A summary of all replies

is presented in the following chart:
Requirements

Number

Requirements

Number

Scale f'acili t:;y:

28

Interval studies

8

Abilitv to read rJ:l::z:thms

25

7

Solo Eerformance

11

Concert material
Assignments from
tech. books

Musical terms

13

Arpeggios

9

i:r:heor::z:

9

2
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The frequency of testing in the high school varied
considerably.

The majority (fifty-four per cent) tested on

a random basis, seven tested quarterly, five monthly, two
twice per quarter, three bi-weekly, and one twice weekly.
One director reported that students signed up for testing
when they felt they would be ready and another said that he
never tested his groups.
The third question was concerned with what directors
consider to be the most important elements, which combined,,
make up a student's grade.

They were asked to assign a per

cent value to a given list of items.

Several directors

stated it was almost impossible, in their opinion, to attach
a given value to any one item.

Many factors nrust enter into

the picture includine a student's progress.

The results of

this question are summarized in the following chart:

10%

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
10~ 2U% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70~{; 80(f/
zo 90~ loo%

00%

Attendance at
I2 erformances

3

10

11

Practice time

3

2

3

1

10

8

3

2

5

7

8

5

4

4

1

1

5

4

7

7

8

1

1

Attitude
Testing
Class

per~ormance

1

2

Financing the instrument al pro gram.

In this section

di rec tors were asked to indicate the pGT centage that each of
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a variety of sources contributed to the total supplementary
income.

The three sources from which they received the

greatest financial aid were student body f'unds, bandsponsored community projects, and revenue from concerts.
One high school reported it received ten per cent of the
athletic gate; another stated it had an endowment f'und.
These and others are summarized below with the per cent
received from each indicated:
Source

oo-

Amount received from each source

10- 26- 36- 46- 56- 60- 76-

so-

90-

1

2

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
A.S.B. funds

4

10

5

Ath le tic dept.

1

2

2

3

4

4

9

3

Band projects
Concert funds

1

6

Donations

5

1

Parents club

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

3

5

2

1

An attempt is made, in the second and third questions
of this section, to obtain information regarding the purchase
of music and instrtunents by the schools and school districts.
In question number two it

y;·

as revealed that all but one out

of forty-four schools were permitted to purchase their own
music; this they did throughout the year as it was needed.
Annual music budgets varied from one hundred to sixteen
hundred dollars and are sumrnar ized in the chart on the next
page.
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Annual Music budget
$100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1600
Number of
Schools

2

7

7

3

4

5

1

3

3

Varies

4

3

Music instrument budgets varied from four hundred to
over two thousand dollars annually.

Twenty-five schools

stated there was no set annual -budget for the school.
were released as they became available.

Funds

The fact that a

schoo 1 did not have a set annual instrument budget in no
way reflected the size of the instrument inventory.

A dis-

trict might allot a laree amount one year and nothing
another.

Schools

1

1

2

1

1

1

4

1

3

The next question was designed to find out how many
high schools imposed a charge for the use of school owned
instruments.

.1.hirty-one per cent of the schools inuicated

that there was such a charge.

In four cases students paid

a fee for insurance and in one s tu:l ent s were held resp onsible f'or all repairs.

Tbe following is a summary of the

charges imposed on students for the rental of school-owned
instruments:

one school charged four dollars per year,

2
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nine charge from five to nine dollars, three charged from
ten to fourteen dollars, and one charged twenty dollars per
year.
Instrument inventory.

This section of the question-

naire is concerned with the instrument inventories of the
responding high schools.

As was the case in the junior high

section, the writer has submitted

:i.

graph summarizing these

results on the followinc; page.
It was revealed that fifty-two of the sixty-two
piccolos inch:.ded in the VDrious inventories were in the
key of

11

C."

Cymbal and gong sizes are summarized in the

following chtll'ts.

It should be noted that many schools did

not include the sizes of these instruments; however, one can
draw certain cone lus ions from the exis tine; results•
C~bals

St;yle

12" 13
1

Pair

11

14" 15

1

Suspended

Size
Schools

23"

-----· 1

11

16

--------

-- Sizes
11
11
17 18 20" 21" ~~" ~3" 24" 26 11

11

4

18

4

18

6

1

2

1

5

8

24"

2
-----

Gongs
26"
28 11
2

Miscellaneous equipment.

2

2

4

1

4

30 11

32 11

34 11

2

3

1

Director~1

3

2

1

1

36"
3
----

were asked to

indicate what equipment their instrument department owned
in addition to the instrument inventories.

The chart on

Instrument

1

2

OF INSTRUMENT
-A SUMMARY ------

4 5

6 7 8 9
9.l!a_rittt:y____

3

I

Piccolo

20 14

1

4

2

10

INVENTORIES

Instrument

1

2

4 5 6 7

3

8 9 10

Q.uantity

l

Tenor Drum

4 16

6 10

.Scotch Drum

6 15

1

2

Concert S.D.

5 11 12

4

2

2

1

Marching S.D.

4

6 15

4

7

2

1

I

Oboe

7 20

Eng. Horn

7

1

3

r

3

Bassoon

11 22

Alto Clar.

1

i
I

10 10

1

7
5

I

I
I

1

I

'

4

I

Bass Clar.

5 20 10

3

3

1

1

'I

Orch. Bells

26

Chimes

26

I

Bell Lyra

22 15

Gonii:

2"3

!
r

2

1

3

2

Cont. B. Clar.

19

Bari Sax

24 14

6

Tenor Sax

14

8

5

1

Cymbals (pr.)

16 15

6

4

Flgl. Hn.

3

2

2

1

18

7

2

6

5 10

1
5

1

Sgl. F Hn.

2

Sus-p. Cymbal
Tympani (ea.)
Tympani (pr.)

31

8

1

3

1

1

Se:lo Bb Hn.

I

2

Dbl. Horn

10 14

Bass Trb.

28

Bari Horn
Rcdn12:. Bass

8

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

6
2 11 15

12 13

BBb Sousaphn.

6

6

6

6

3

1

7

7 11 10

5

Concert B.D.

27

7

2

2

Marching B.D.

11 18

1

2

2

I

1

2

1

1

2

1

Eb Sousa-phn.
Altoniums
Alto Horn
Eb Clarinet
String Bass
Harp
Alto Sax
Bass Trl>t.
Marimba
Vibes
Bb Clarinet
Herald T-ots.
Trombone
Xylophone
Trap Set

1

2
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
2
1
2
4

·-
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this pace summarizes the findin:_-:s of the questionnaire

YJi th

regards to this equipment:
J.USCELLAHEC>US EQUH''.v!EHT
Equi;ement

Reci£ients

Eg,ui;ement

Rec.i.pients_

recorder
Taoe
di

32

Pep band unif o nns

Record 12laier
Stereo
Mono

37

Strabo-tuner

1

24
11

Stand lights

2

Portable risers

27

Star~e oand

r,rutes

17

Re-oair tools

Electric tuner

2?

p .A. system

Star>:e band str:nds

29

Perfo11mnnce.

22

uniforms

2

16
5

This question was des i£:,"Iled to doternline

the type and amount of performance existing in the high
schools.

One school repor•ted playing for one professional

football gane each year an:1 tbree schools indice.ted taking
one band tour annually.

Several schools report asse::n·olies in

e_ .cess of the nu.':11.)ers shown on the chs.rt,, tboy are as
follows: two play at eie;hteen assemblies, one at twentyfive, one at twenty-seven, six at tw .:.;nty, three at thirty 1
and one at ti1irty-four.

One school indicated making twenty

trips with ball teams and another made twenty-one.
following chart lists all types of

~Jerfo1"r:lances

The

that vrn:i.·e

reported by the res_:_JorulinD high schools as y;ell as the numbe rs o±' performances at each annually.
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HIGH SCHOOL PE1ff'OW,1P1JCE

occasion··-------·--- Times Per Year---··
r ~ 3 4 5 5---rr--s 9 10 1.I 12 I314"T5
13 11

5

1

2

3 12

3

6

1

Festivals

13 12

3

1

Exchanges

22

2

Parades
Assemblies

Concerts
Contests

5

2 12 15 10

29 11

1

5

1

Trips wlteams

8

Civic affairs

1

Band tri12s

6

Orchestra.

3

3

1

1

1

1

6

1
3

1

2

1

1

Forty-seven high s cbools responded to this

question and thirty-six indicated there was an orchestra in
the building.

The number of strings in these groups varied

from five to forty-four.

SIZES OF STRING GROUPS
Number of strings
Schoo ls

9

1014

1519

2

6

9

5-

20-

25-

24

29

4

3

3o34

3539

4044

6

3

1

The next question was concerned with the number of
tii.110 s strings and winds combined to rehearse.

All schoo:is

reported they did combine on some basis, twenty-one regulnrly
throughout the year from four to twenty times per month, and
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eleven just prior to performances es needed.

A breakdown of

the above is as follows: twelve schools combined weekly, five
twice-weekly, two daily, one five times per month, one six
times permonth, one ten times per month, and one twelve
times monthly.
General information.

The balance of the high school

questionnaire was concerned with the opinions and practices
of the directors and the school districts in general.

The

first question asked what, in the opinion of the directors,
were the two greatest causes for the drop-out of ins trumentalists in the high schoolo

Again, as was the opinion of

junior high school directors, scheduling problems was considered to be the greatest cause and lack of interest the
second greatest cause.

A summary of these results is

presented in the following chart:
Reason for Drop-out

Schools

Reason for Drop-out

_L_a_c_k_o_f__i_n_s_t_ru_m_e_n_t_s_ _ _l_____L_o_w_.....p_l_R_..Y_i~i li ty
Tired of playing
Too much homework
They've had it al 1
in unior hi h

11

Schools
6

Choose other activities 1

4

Parent opposition

2

10

Em basis on colle
ompetition o
athletics

0

Lack of instructors

1

Scheduling problems

37

O

~----------------B-a~d....--~jun--io-r--~h~ig~h~----------

counseling
Poor high school
instruction

1

Lack of interest
22
2
Over-emphasis -ot=---academic program_____ l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Directors were next asked to indicate whether an
attempt was made to influence the type of instruments
started in the grade schools relative to high school instrumentation needs.

Twenty-six directors s t ted that this
0

type of control wes being exercised and twenty-two that it
was not.
In question number three an attempt is made to determine how much influence high school directors consider the
socio-economic status of a community to have on the success
of an inst rummt al program.

Twenty-four felt that it had a

great deal of influence, fifteen a moderate amount, and
six very little.
One director considered the amount of influence to be
very slight and gave two exrun.ples for his decision.

He is

from a large school district and knows of two excellent
instrumental programs existing in his district; both are at
opposite extrel.ll9 s with regard to economic status.

Another

director considers the success of his program to be dependent on the fact that he handles his own feeder system.
The final question was concerned with stage bands in
the high school.

It was revealed that in slightly more than

sixty-nine per cent of the high schools reporting, a stage
band existed (thirty-three out of forty-seven).

Six stage

bands rehearsed an average of one hour per week, eleven two
hours per week, four three hours per week, two four hours
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per week, and eight five hours per week.

In fourteen cases

these groups rere arsed during school time and in eighteen
cases they rehearsed outside of school.

In several high

schools it is considered to be a regular class and is included
in the curriculum.
IV.

HIGHLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT RESULTS

As stated earlier in this chapter, schools in the
High line District were sent the s 9I1'e questionnaire as other
schools in the State.

Results, however, will be limited to

tmse questions which are considered to be of value from the
standpoint of comparisons.

.Since this section is only con-

cerned with one school district, the junior and senior high
school results will be combined into one section entitled
Secondary Results.
I.

ELEMENT/..RY

Pre-instrument al program.

RES~JL'IS

It is the practice of the

Highline School District to expose all fifth gr8ders to the
Conn Music Aptitude Test in the fall of every year.

Parents

are informed of the results of these tests by the students,
and at a general meeting in the fall.

Five directors con-

sider these results to have a moderate degree of velidity
and one a low degree.
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With regard to the use of pre-band instruments, it is
not a district practice to use such instruments.

One direc-

tor, however, allows song flutes to be used in a few schools
where the fourth grade teachers agree to work with the
children under his supervision.

These classes met twice-

weekly for a duration of from one to two semesters depending
on student interest.

All students are allowed to participate.

No attempt is made, on a district level, to influence
the type of instruments started each year with regard to
junior and senior high school instrumentation needs.

Two

directors report a moderate degree of activity along these
lines and four state that no attempt is made.

With the

exception of a few isolated cases, there is very little
communication between grade levels.
For the purpose of promoting the beginning instrumental program, five basic methods were revealed to have
been in use: (1) concerts by the junior and senior high
school groups, (2) concerts by the grade school groups,
(3) demonstration and discussion of the instruments, (4) general promotional meetings of all fourth and fifth graders,
and (5) parent meetings.
Two organizational meetings are held in the fall of
each year in t

re

Highline School District.

One is in the

north end of the District and one in the south end.

These

meetings are open to ell fifth and sixth grade students and
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their parents.
meeting.

The srune music store is invited to each

It is not a local firm.

'.l.'his store is not per-

mitted to transact any phase of its business at the meetings.
Its only function is to present the rental program and
answer the questions of parents.
attend these meetings.

~lementary

directors also

They are prepared to offer the

results of the testing program and make reconnnendations to
students and parents concerning the type of instrument best
suited to the children as well as favorable brands.
Instrumental program.
in tre fifth grade.
same grade level.

The instrumental program starts

Strings and winds are started at the
All of the directors are dissatisfied

with th is arrangement and would prefer thHt strings be
started int he fourth grade.
Instrumental groups meet twice-weekly for a period of
from thirty-five to forty-five minutes.

In order to parti-

cipate, children must be excused from their regular classes.
Teachers do have a degree of influence as to who may participate on the bElsis of academic success.

They are in a

position to discourage participation through parent contact
and re commend at ions.
Most beginning groups in the Highline School District
use the Belwin 0rchestra and Band J.\lilder.

Many, however, are

considering the Belwin First Division Series end one has used
the Hal Leonard Method.
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v;ith regards to the use of a permanent music personnel file, no district forms or policies have been designed
for this purpose.

It is the experience of the writer that

this is not practiced in any of the Highline High School
service areas.
With regard to performance it was revealed that all
elementary directors have their advanced
public.

grou~s

perform in

One sta.ted that his groups perform two to three

times per year,

four stated that their groups perform three

times per year, and one reported his groups performed from
four to ten times annually.

The beginning groups e.re

included in these performrmces and are also given an opportunity to perform alone at least once annually.
Testing and grading.

Between three and four hours

practice is required by all but one grade school director.
Cne has a graduated scale of from two and a half to five
hours per week for gr2des of

11

0° to "A. t1

Another di rec tor

does not re qutre a specific number of hours per week, but
asks that students

11

just practice enough to keep up.

11

The frequency of the testing progr2m varied from one
to four times per month.

In two cases directors reported

that the frequency of their testing varied from month to
montho
written.

Three directors stated that some of their tests were
A separate music report card is printed by the
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school district and used by all grede s cbool directorR.

The

following is a summary of the content of the tests given
and the number of directors using each:
3

ScAles

1

Arpeggios

2

Rhythm reading

1

Technique

2

Musical terms

1

Advanced etudes

2

Solo perform2nce

Gener al.

It is not the practice of the Highline

School District to impose any ch2rges for the use of school
owned instruments.

It is the feeling of several directors

that such a che rge would be appropriate and help to supplement the income of the instrument dep:i rtment.
The District sponsors an elementary honor band which
meets foi.r

times per month and performs twice annually.

A

charge of five dollars per year is imposed to participate in
this group.

Enrollment ranges between 120 and 140 students.

The diJector receives

approxim~1tely

$250.00 per year for this

service.
All grade school instrument personnel receive a travel
allowance of eight cents per mile for travel from school to
school.

They are reimlJUrsed by check once per month.
There are thirty-four elementary schools in the

District end they are serviced by ten directors.

'I'hree are

full time elementary personnel and the balance teech part
time elementAry and part time second1?1ry.
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SEC01\DARY RESULTS

II.

Rehearsals.

All but one secondary school reported

that a portion of each rehearsal is devoted to warming up
and technical training.

The amount of time devoted to this

work is surrmarized in the following chart:
TIME DEVOTED TO DAI LY WARM-UP p:r;nrnD

0-5

Minutes
Jr. High

·5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

Va.ries

1

2

2

1

2
1

The materials most used at the junior high level for
this purpose are scales, arpeggios, tecbnicnl studies, and
chorales.

High schools used scales, technical studies,

arpeggios, and etudes.

A technique book is used by all

secondary schools in connection with this work.

The method

which was revealed to be used by the greatest number of
directors is the Ensemble and Drill Method by Fussell.
Other methods being used are the Belwin Progressive, Rehearsel Fundamentals, and Scale Etlldes.

Four junior high

schools and two high schools indicated thrc t they used a
collection of chorales or related material in connection with
the warm-up period.

Leonard Smith's Treasury of Scales is

used by tbr ee directors and 35 Famous Chorales by two.
GradiIE.

lt'ive of seven junior high school directors

and three of four high s choo 1 directors indicate they have a
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specified group of technical and related requirements upon
which grades are based.

These requirements are summarized

in the following chart:

Material

Higjl
School

Junior
Higp

High
School

Material

Junior
High

Scale facili tr
Ability to read
rh:;y:thms

4

5

Ar;eesgios

3

2

4

5

Theor;y

1

1

Solo :12er f ormance

3

3

Interval studies

1

2

Musical terms

3

5

Conducting

1

0

Concert music

0

1

The frequency of the testing in both junior and senior
highs chools proved to be on a random basis.

Two tested

bi-weekly, one tested monthly, and one junior high reported
testing on a. weekly basis.
Attitude, testing, and class performance were the
three are as whl.ch directors considered the most important
in grading a student.

A very small part of the student's

grade was based on practice.

High schools showed more con-

earn for attendance than did the junior highs.
Financing the instrumental :12rogram.

The junior high

schools in the Highline School District are given very little
opportunity to supp lament their income.
District policies with regard to t

re

There are certain

amount of financial

activity in v.hich junior highs are allowed to enga[e•

The
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greatest single source of supplementary income is the student body treasury.

'i'his is followed by concert revenue.

Sorre schools heve raised money in other ways, but this is
not the usual practice.

High schools, on the other hand,

are given a greater degree of freedom along these lineso
They indicate two primary sources of supplementary income.
These are band sponsored community projects and concert
revenue.
1nth regards to the purchase of music, each second-

1

ary school is allowed to purchase its own.

Schools are asked

to place this order once each year in the spring.

A few

directors have been allowed to take exception to this rule,
but most adhere to it.

Funds are available for emergency

orders throughout the year.

No budget has been set up by

the School District for music or instruments.
released as they become available.

Funds are

Funds are always avail-

able for repair and maintenance without limit.

There is no

revenue from school instruments since no charge is imposed.
Instrument inventory.

Instrument inventories for the

secondary schools of the Highline School District have been
summarized below.

The quantities ar:rl styles of instruments

that are indicated in the surrnnary rep re sent the standard
allotments for secondary schools.
to exceed the standard allotments

Some schools have managed
an:1

some, especially the

newer schools, have not achieved the average allotment.
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INSTRUMENT ALLO'IMEN'l' F'OR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
1

Piccolo (Db_C_)

2

Concert snare

1

Otoe

1

Bell lyra

1-2 C:ymbals (pr. sizes)4-14",
2-16 11 , 2-18", 1-22 11
1 'S"'"uspended cymbal (size)
2-18 11 I and 2-20 11

1-2 Bass clarinet
1-2 Baritone sax
1-2 Tenor sax

4

1

Single horn(F_Bb___ )

1-2 BBb Sous a_phone

4-5 Baritone horn
1

Eb Sousaphone

Concert bass drum
INSTRUMENT ALLOTMENT FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

2-4 BBb sousaphone

2

Piccolo (Db_.!2_C_g__)

2

Oboe

1

Concert bass drum

1

Bassoon

1

Mecrching bass drum

1

Alto clarinet

2

Tenor drum

2

Concert snare

1-2 Baritone sax
2-3 Tenor sax

2-3 Marching snare

2-4 Single horn (F___ Bb___

__l_Bell lyra

2-3 Double horn

__
l_Cymbals (pr. sizes )l-16 11 1
1-18" I 1-21" I 1-24"
__
l_Suspended cymbal 1-24"

4

Bari tone horn

2

Bass clarinet
Miscellaneous equipment.

1

Tympani

(p~·

ir)

There are no standard allot-

ments with regard to equipment in addition to the instrument
inventory.

Additional equipment is usuelly purchased by the

individual schools from student body funds or special music
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department funds.

Such items as portable band risers,,

music stands, and music and instrument storage cabinets are
provided by the school district.

A few secondary schools

have their own tape recorders and record players, but as a
general rule th is equipment is usually borrowed from the
audio-visual dep8rtment in the various schools.

All junior

high schools ta ve band sweaters which were provided by the
individual schools and high schools have their own uniforms.
Occasionally they must raise their own funds for additional
uniform equipment.

Two high schools have electric tuning

devices anci. three have their own stage band stands.
Performance.

There are few set policies with regard

to the amount or kinds of performance in the secondary
schools in the High line School District.

As will be noted

in the following summary, there is a fair degree of individuality with regard to this phase of instrumental music;
performance is usu tl ly left to the discretion of the individual direc.::ors and building principals.
Junior high schools are restricted to a slightly
gres. ter degree with regard to performance than are the high
schools.

J.'hey ere not required to play for athletic events

but may do so if they wish, and many do.
allowed to play at band festivals.

They are not

'J.'his year, however, the

administri:ition permitted Highline Junior High Schools to
particip2te in the Puget Sound League band contests.

There
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is a District policy which prohibits, without Si_Jecial ·oormission from the District, junior high schools from
plA.ying for various affairs outside the School District.
All junior high schools are permitted to play a maximum of
two exchange assemblies vi th other junior high schools in
the Dis tri ct•
High schools, as was mentioned earlier, are given a
bit more freedom with regards to performance.

One band

festival is held each year within the District for the five
high schools.

They are

al~o

allowed to participate actively

in all Puget Sound League b8nd activities.

It is a policy

of the District that the higp school bands play at all home
basketball and football games, however, they do not play at
games outside the District.

Exchange assemblies are also

pnrt of the annual activity of the high school bands.

'I11"1e

following chnrt is a summAry of the performance activity of
the High line Secondary Schools:
Occasion
Parades

Jr. High Tir::es per Year
5 6 10
1 2 3 4
3

.

Sr. High Times oer Year
1 2 3 4 5 6

1

Assernblie s..

2

2

Festivals

3

1

Exchanses
School
Concerts

2

1

1

2

2

Contests
Trips with
Teams

5

1

3
1

5

2

1

1

3

1

1

2

2
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Summer music.

The Highline School District m8intains

a summer music program each year and charges fifteen dollars
per student to participate on a full time basis.
in the most centrally located school.

It is held

Even thoue;h this is

the most convenient location possible, due to the size of the
district, many students are unable to travel the necessary
distance to attend.

In the pest, at tempts have been made to

provide a location at either extreme of the district, but
due to enrollment it could not be continued.

The curriculum

includes beginning instruments, small group instruction,
concert band for elementary and junior high school students,
theory and orchestrao
Orchestra.
in t

re

Five junior highs chools have orchestras

Highline District.

The m.unber of

particip~-:;tine;

strings are as follows: three schools have from ten to fourteen, one has from fifteen to nineteen, and one has from
thirty to thirty-five strings.
Two high schools have orchestras in their buildings.
Only one high school reports having an adequate number ·of
strings for a reasonable instrumentation.

Those high schools

having insufficient numbers of strings for orchestra combine
for performances in order to provide adequate instrumentation.
This group performs at each participating school's concerts
and makes use of th3 host school wind and percussion playerso
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Winds am strings combine in both the junior and
senior high schools.

'l'he winds and s trings in two junior

high schools combine ree:,:iularly throughout the year meeting
approximately eight times per month.

Two junior highs

allow the groups to combine just prior to performances for
approximPtely four sessions or more as necessary.

One high

school has the winds and strings conbine four times per
month regularly throughout the year.

Another has them com-

bine two or three times just prior to performances as
needed.
Genertl information.

Opinions of the directors have

been omitted in this section since the number represented is
smell and results were found to correspond with the opinions
of others in the earlier part of this section.
No definite steps are taken, on a district level, to
insure a well balanced instrumentation in the secondary
schools through control of the beginning programs in each
high school service area.

It is the feeling of mAny that a

great deal more communication should exist along these lines.
Stage bends exist in three of the five Highline High
Schoo ls and in one junior high school.

Two high school

groups rehearse one hour per week and one two hours per week.
The junior high achoo 1 stage band rehearses three mornings
per week for approximately forty minutes per session.

An
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activity period is also provided once per week for rehearsals.

One bigp school reports rehearsing during school

time and the others outside of school hours.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper was to gather information
related to the practices, procedures, and policies of the
directors and the administrations of first class school
districts in the State of Washington with regard to instrumental music programs.
The information in this chapter will be presented in
much the same manner as was the information in Chapter Pour,
Results of the Questionnaire.

It will be divided into an

elementary and a secondary section with comparisons and
conclusions based on the results of the questionnaire survey
and review of literature.
I.

ELEMENTARY

Results of the questionnaire revealed that approximately fifty-four per cent of the schools use some form of
music aptitude test in connection with their beginning
instrumental progrruns.

No single test, however, was found

to be used by a sufficient majority of the schools to warrant adapting its use in the Highline School District.

1',ew

directors consider the results of these tests to have more
than a moderate degree of validity.

This sentiment was also

shared by the authors of the literature surveyed in Chapter

Two.
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Forty-three per cent of the directors report the use
of pre-band instruments in their programs.

The literature

surveyed also indicates there are advantages to such a program prior to beginning instruction on a musical instrumento
The questionnaire results, however, do not support this
conclusion.
Of the pre-band instruments being used, the song
flute seems to be the most popular.

While several instruc-

tional methods were reported to be in use, no single method
was favored by a majority of the respondents.

Seventy-six

per cent of the recipients reported their groups perform.
Results also indicate these classes, meeting from one to two
times weekly, can be taught by a classroom teacher.
Only fifty per cent of the elementary school directors
attempt to control instrumentation relative to junior high
and senior high school needs.

Related literature indicates

controlled instrumentation to be essential to a fine high
school program.

The questionnaire results, however, indicate

little correlation between a controlled beginning instrumentation and the instrumentation in secondary schools.
Directors use four basic methods for promoting the
instrumental programs in the elementary schools.
methods are as follows in order of importance:

These
(1) demon-

stration and discussion of the instrurnents in the grade
schools, (2) concerts by the grade school groups,
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(3) concerts by the junior and senior high groups, and
(4) general promotional meetings of all fourth and fifth
grades.

It is quite obvious that the greatest activity

exists in the nrea of concerts for the young people.

A

great deal of effort is made to expose these children to the
groups of which they will eventually be a part.

The High-

line District proved to be consistent with other school
districts in the State with regard to the above promotional
methods and the degree of emphasis placed on each.
Information obtained from the survey of i•elated literature was in basic agreement with the promotional methods
used by the schools in this State.

The only methods not

revealed from the questionnaire survey were the performance
of soloists and small ensembles in the grade schools.

The

use of such individuals and groups was never mentioned by a
recipient, yet was greatly emphasized by the autborso
Results of the survey revealed that sixty-three per
cent of' the schools hold evening organizational meetings for
the parents of prospective instrumentalists in the fall of
ee.ch year.

This indicates it is a reasonably well accepted

method of promotion.

Such meetings are also a practice of

the Highline School District.

There seems to be equal

sentiment as to whether e music store should or should not
take part in these

n~etings.

In small school districts the

local merchant is usually invited.

In large districts,
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several merchants may be invited.

Selection of the merchants

is often done on the basis of their service to the schools.
J3y far the great majority of the schools confine the role of

the music store to that of a commercial agent whose sole
function is to supply rental information to the parents.
The Highline School District is fairly consistent with the
above practices; however, only one music store attends these
meetings.
The majority of all respondents indicate the string
program begins in the fourth grade and the band program in
the fifth.

This is done to eliminate the competition of

band recruitment as well as giving strings an additional
year of preparation.

The Highline District starts both its

band and string programs in the fifth grade.

Conclusions

drawn from the above information would indicate that this is
not a desirable arrangement.

Highline directors unanimously

indicate they are unhappy with this situation and wish to see
strings started earlier.
Seventy per cent of the respondents meet their groups
two times per week for a period of from thirty to forty-five
minutes.

In almost all schools students have to be excused

from their regular classroom to take part in the program.
It can be concluded that the elemente.ry schools of this
State do not provide en elective program which would enable
students to take part in instrumental programs without
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interfering with their regular class work.

The only way this

can be accomplished is for these classes to meet before or
after school or during lunch hours.

Instrumental classes in

the Highline School District also meet twice-weekly under
the same conditions as the other schools in the State.
Questionnaire results revealed that both Belwin
Methods are the most desiraole methods for beginning band
and string programs.

These are the Belwin Band and Orches-

tra Builders and the First Division Band Method.
Music personnel files are considered by most authors
and many directors to be an invaluable Aid in the administration of instrumental classes.

•vhile several districts in

the State of Washington do maintain such a file, the vast
majority do not; this includes the Highline District.
The great majority of the beginning groups perform
from two to four times annually; this is also true of all
advanced groups.

Results indicate it is the greatest

single motivating factor in the musical education of the
students.

All but one of the directors in the Highline

District reported that their groups perform from two to
three times annually.
It was established that at least three to four hours
home practice per week is required by the great majority of
the directors.

Th15 is considered to be a minimum require-

ment for an average grade.

Several use a graduatea scale
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which specifies a greater amount of practice for a grade of
"B" or better.

It can further be concluded that the great

majority of the schools do employ some kind of testing program.

Fifty per cent of the directors include written tests

as a part of their testing program.

Most directors use

supplementary materials in a.ddi tion to the cl.8 ss methods as
a basis for testing.

This material includes scales,

rhythmic reading, musical terms, solo performances, and
a.rpeggios.

While many other testing i terns were reported in

use, it was firmly established that the above four were
used by the greatest number.

Results of the testing and

progress of the students is reported on a special music
progress report card in sixty-four per cent of the schools.
On the basis of the above figures as well as comments supplied by other directors not using the separate card, it is
the consensus of opinion that such a report should be used
in all instrurnenta.l programs.

Regular school report cards

do not present an adequate picture of a music student's
progress.
Testing and grading practices in the Highline School
District are quite consistent with those of the other schools
in the State.

The one area in which the Highline Directors

do not agree with the other respondents is in the use of
supplementary testing material.

Only half use such material
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in their testing program.

Of those that do, however,

emphasis is placed in the same areas as other respondents.
Approximately forty-four per cent of the respondents
charge for the use of school owned instruments.
ranges from five to fifteen dollars per year.

This chErge
The Highline

School District does not charge for the use of school
instruments.
Honor bands and orchestras exist in only nineteen per
cent of the responding schools.

This includes Highline.

Two of these districts have six and eight elementary schools
in their school systems.

The balance, of those districts

having honor groups, are large districts.

From this infor-

mation it can be concluded that honor organizations can
function in the small first class school districts as well
as in the large.

While many benefits can be seen for stu-

dents to participate in such groups, they do not appear to
be popular organizations among the school districts in this
State.
It is felt that a comparison of the existing honor
organizations should be made since the Highline School
District does sponsor such a group.

A total of nine school

districts report the existence of an honor organization in
their district.
per month.

The majority of these rehearse four times

In one district no charge is imposed for parti-

cipation and in two the charge is four dollars per semester.
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Two districts reported that the directors are paid from
five to five and a half dollars per hour.
not respond to this question.

The others did

The Highline Honor Band also

meets four times per month and imposes a charge of five
dollars per year.

This amount is in reasonable agreement to

the amount charged by the other responding districts.

The

director's compensation, $250.00 per year, would also seem
to be reasonable as compP.red to the other districts.
The vast majority of the school districts (eighty-two
per cent) provide their directors with some form of travel
compensation.

Ten districts pay ten cents per mile and twen-

ty-two pay eight cents per mile.

From these figures it can

be logic B.lly cone luded that eight cents per mile is considered to be adequate compensation by most districts.

The

Higbline School District also provides its elementary
personnel with an eight cents per mile travel allowance.
SECONDARY

II.

Ninety per cent of all secondary schools in first
class districts in the State of 'rlashington use a portion of
each period for the purpose of warming up and giving their
groups technicPl training.

The same ratio was seen to exist

in both the junior high and senior high school.

This prac-

tice is cons is tent with the wc>i tings of the authors surveyed
in Chapter Two of this paper.

The amount of time devoted to
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this work varies from five to fifteen minutes in the high
school and from five to twenty minutes in the junior high
school.

In both cases the majority fall in the five to

fifteen minute bracket.

It can be concluded that more

emphasis is placed on technical development in the junior
high school than in the high school.

Similar warm-up and

technical material is used at both levels.

These include

scales, arpeggios, technical studies, etudes, interval
studies, chorales and sustained chords.
Eigpty-eight per cent of the junior high schools and
seventy per cent of the high schools use a band technique
book.

From this it can be concluded thet the use of such

material is considered, by the majority of the secondary
directors, to be of much value.

Fussel's Ensemble and

Drill method (published by Schmidt-Hall and McCreary) was
discovered to be the most popular ire thod used by respondents
in secondary schools.

Scale Etudes (Schmidt-Hall and

McCreary) is used to a greater degree in the junior high
but not as nmch as Ensemble and Drill.
Approximately si .xty per cent of the secondary schools
use a collection of warm-up material.

In l))th the junior

and senior high school Leonard Smith's Treasury of Scales is
by far the most popular collection.

The Highline Distr•ict

is consistent with all of the above mentioned practices.
Results revealed that most secondary schools have a
specific group of technical and other related requirements
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upon which grades are based.

Approximately the same number

of high schools and junior highs chools do this.

This

practice 'ias also found to exist to a similar degree in the
secondary schools of the Highline District.

Scale facility,

the ability of the students to read rhythms, solo performance, and a knowledge of musical terms were the requirements
of the majority of the secondary schools in the State as
well as in the Highline District.

The Highline District was

also found to be consistent with all other secondary respondents with regard to the frequency of their testing.

F5y

far

the great majority of the schools test on a random basis.
Fewer high schools, however, test on a weekly and bi-weekly
basis than do the junior high schools.

Directors in

secondary schools consider class performance, attitude, and
testing to be of greatest importance in the determination
of the final grade.

It was further proven that high school

directors consider attendance to be of much greater
importance then do junior high school directors.

At the

junior high level. directors :;>lace much more emphasis on
practice thrut do the high school directors.

Highline direc-

tors show regard for the srune items as do all other
respondents.

The Highline junior high directors, however,

show more concern for testing grades than do other junior
high school directors in the State.
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With regard to financing the instrumental program,
secondary schools receive their greatest assistance from
student body funds, concert revenue, and band sponsored
community projects.

High schools receive additional finan-

cial aid from the school athletic department and from
donations.

Junior high schools in the Highline District

depend almost completely on student body funds for financial assistance and are discouraged from conducting
community projects to raise money.

Highline High Schools

report their greatest assistance comes from concert revenue
and community projects.
funds.

None report aid from student body

It would seem that Highline Junior High Schools, in

general, need more freedom in raising 1unds and that high
schools need assistance from student body funds.
An overwhelming majority of all districts permit each
secondary school to purchase its own music.

Over ninety per

cent of the schools purchase music as they need it throughout the year.

Budgets range fro1i1 two to five hundred dollars

per year in the junior high schools and from three to seven
hundred in the high schools.

The questionnaire survey

revealed that a majority of the schools do not have a set
instrument budget; this is also true of the Highline
District.

In the Highline District schools are asked to

purchase music in May for the following school year.

In

some cases exceptions have been made, but the above is the
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desire of the administration.

Secondary schools do not have

a set music budget as do the majority of the respondents.
Between sixty and sixty-five per cent of all respondents do not charge for the use of school owned instruments.
Of those schools that do charge, junior high fees range
between five end twenty dollars and high schools from five
to ten dollars per year.

It is not the policy of the

Highline District to impose any charge for the use of school
owned instruments.
The chart on the following page is a sumraary of the
instrument inventories of the secondary schools in the
State of V.Jashington.

In cases where less than twenty-five

per cent of the responding schools report owning an instrument, it has been omitted from the sununary.

An asterisk

has been placed beside ff!ly instrument in which less than
fifty per cent of the schools report ownership.

This bas

been done to indicate the instrument is not a part of
standard instrumentation.
Tape recorders end stereo phonographs proved to be
the main equipment owned by instrumental departments in the
junior high schools.

In addition to this equipment, high

schools own band risers, electric tuners, stage band stands,
and pep barrl unifonns.

Equipment owned by junior high

schools in the Highline District was confined to portable
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bDnd risers.

Only two of the five Highline High Schools

report owning the above equipment; stage band stands are
owned by tbree schools.

SECONDARY SCHOOL INSTRUMENT INVENTORIES
Number of Resuondents

Oboe

1-2

...B....a_s_s_o_o_n-------....1,~
Alto Clarinet
*1-2
Bass Clarinet
1-2

1-3

1

1-2

~i-1

1-2
2-3

1-2

1-2

1

,~~~~-l~-

1-2
Cont. Bass Clar.
-tl-l
Baritone Sax
l
1-2
l-2
1-2
Tenor Sax
1-2
1-2
1-2
2-3
Sgl. F Horn
3-6
4
3-5
2-6
Double Horn
1-4
3
Bass Tromb::>ne
l
Baritone Horn
2-4
3-6
3-5
3-4
Recording Bass
*1-2
1-2
*l
BBb Sousaphone
2-4
2-5
1-2
I-4
_C_o_n_c_e_r~t---B_a_s_s__
D_ru~m-~~---1~-----~--~~l
-----l~--~--~-1---Marching Bass Drum
~a
i-2
l
Tenor Drum
*l-2
2-4
1-2
Scotch D~r-um------~
2~--------~----_:;;;;.--~Concert S.D.
2
2-3
2
2-3
Marching s.D.
2-4
4
2-3
Orchestra Bells
~i-1
1
Chimes
l
Bell Lyra
1
1-2
l
l
Gong
l
CyP!balB (pair)
1-2
1-2
1-2

Tympani

1

pair)

1

~i-Less

than fifty per cent of the schools report ownership of
th is inst rt.un.ent •
Perfor>rnBnce by the majority of the junior high

schools was primarily in the areas of parades, assemblies,
festivals, school concerts, and

b~J.nd

contostso

In addition,
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high school performance includes exchm1ge assemblies.

A

summary of performance in the secondary schools is pictured
below.

An attempt is made to provide the approximate nurn-

ber of tines groups perform at each.

Highline Schools will

also be presented in this chart to facilitate comparisons•
SUMtTARY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

Junior
High

Occasion

High
School

Parades

1-2

1-3

Assemblies

1-6

1-4

1

1-2

Festivals
Concerts
Contests

2-4

------

Exchanges___ .. __

1

Hil'ine
Jr. Hi.

Hi line
Sr. Hi.

--- ---------1-2

1

2-4

3-5

1-2

1

2-3

~~~~~~~-~~----~~

l

1

·----,-·,------ 1

Highline Junior High Schools, as can be noted from the
above chart, perform as much as other jtmior high schools
with the exception of P' rades

~md

festivals.

The high schools

seem to perform to approximately tbe s anie degree as other
high schools in the State.
An overwhehning majority of all school districts in
the State of IJ!ashington maintain a surnrn.er music program.
The average charge for participation is betvieen ten and
twenty dollHrs.

The curr•iculmn, for most districts, includes

beginning instruments, small group instruction, elementary
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and junior high concert band, orchestra, and small ensembles.
Approximately thirty-five per cent of the respondents also
conduct classes in stage band and theory.

The Highline

District includes all of the above areas in its surrnner program with the exception of stage band and small enser.1bles.
Results reveal that eighty-nine per cent of the
junior high schools rurl seventy-seven per cent of the high
schools maintain a school orchestra.

The majority of the

school districts start string ple.yers in the fourth erade.
Most secondary schools have twenty or more strings in the
orchestra.

The Hishline District has, proportionately, fewer

strings and orchestras in secondary schools than the other
respondents in the State.

It should also be noted trrnt

Highline starts strings in the fifth grade as con1pnred to
the fourth in the majority of the other schools.
Scheduling problems and lack of interest are conside1~ed,

by the majority of the respondents, to be the two

greatest causes for the drop-out of instrlllnentalists in the
high school.

More high school respond en ts cons id er

11

over-

act:i. ve 11 junior high school programs to be a reason than do
junior high school directors.

More junior high school

respondents, however, feel that the amount of homework in
the high schools was a contributing factor than did high
school directors.
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Most respondents indicate a reasonable degree of
effort is made to control the kinds of instruments started
in the elementary schools.

A greater ratio of junior high

school dire ctcr s reported such control th an did those in the
high schools.

In the Highline District no such control is

exercised.
A very small majority of the directors feel the socioeconomic status of a corrnnunity ha.s a great deal of influence
on the success of a music program.

A very small percentage

feel it has little influence.
Stage bands are found to exist in forty per cent of
the reporting junior high schools and seventy per cent of the
high schools.

Approximately sixty per cent of the junior

high stage bands rehearse for one hour per week.

Most high

school groups rehearse from two to five hours weekly.

The

majority of the schools conduct these rehearsals outside of
school hours.

Ap:c-roximately forty-four per cent of the high

school stage bands rehearse during school time.

Stage bands

exist in one junior high school and in three high schools in
the Highline District.

Rehearsals are from one to two hours

weekly in the high schools and three hours per week in the
junior high s choolo

CHAPTER VI
RECOMMBNDATIONS :B10R 'lHE HIGHLINE DISTRICT

The findings of tlils study have pointed out many
areas in which the instrumental practices in the Highline
District are consistent with the majority of the other
districts in this State.

It has also revealed, however,

many areas where changes are desirable.

It will be the pur-

pose of this chapter to make suggestions for improvement on
the basis of the findings of the study.
Results of the questionnaire and the survey of
literature point out the need for greater communication
between the elementary and secondary levels with regard to
instrumentation.

Survey results were not overwhelmingly in

favor of controlled instrumentation; however, comments by
directors and ruthors point out the need to consider the
instrumentation of the secondary schools when starting youngsters.

This practice is in no way exercised in the Highline

District.

It is hoped that the findings of this study will

pave the way for such consideration.
Highline is consistent with other districts in the
State with regards to the starting level for band instruments.

Begirming strings, however, are not started until

the fifth grede,

This is not cons is tent with the pre.ctices

of the majority of the districts in the State.

On the basis
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of the survey it is recommended that strings be st:;irted in
the fourth grade.

It is possible that such a head start for

strings could improve the string program in the District.
Highline does not seem to be in agreement with the
types of instructional methods being used by other schools in
the State.

In the elementary schools it would seem that more

consideration should be given to the First Division Band
Series by Belwin.

The majority of the hic;h schools in the

State use a collection of warm-up material; this
true of the High.line District.

YJaS

not

Results indicate such a

practice should be adapted by more of tho high schools.
In order to obtain needed funds, the junior high
schools should be allowed to ear-m.ark revenue from concerts
an:1 other music activities for the instrument departments.

It is

~lso

reconunended that the junior high schools be per-

mitted to raise funds through community projects in order to
provide them with needed equipment and music.

A charge for

the use of school-owned instruments should also be imposed
to off-set the high costs of repairs.

High schools, on the

basis of questionnaire results, should receive a higher
degree of support from student body funds.
In order to provide a more efficient use of music
funds, schools should be allowed to purche.se nru.sic as they
need it ratrer than at only one time per year.

Music, at

present, is purchased from one supplier who do;,:;s not grant
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a dis count to the schools throughout the year.

Vli th such

a trer.iendous amount of money beine; spent each year on music,

it is recomr;1ended that music purchases be put on a bid basis
in an attempt to obtain the desired discount.
Junior high school instrwnent inventories are deficient in several areas.

There is a need for bassoons and

orchestra bells in each school.

Due to the size of the

bands there should also be additional alto clarinets, sousaphones, and oboes made available.

Hig):l schools are in

need of contra bass clarinets, bass trombones, scotch drtuns,
orchestra bells, and gongs.

There is also a need for addi-

tional bassoons, alto clarinets, recording basses, field
drums, and suspended cymbsls.

As to the matter of

equi:~1ment,

junior hieh schools proved to be in need of stereo record
players and tape recorders in each department.

The high

schools should be provided with tepe recorders, stereo
record players, electric tuning devices, and pep band uniforms.
Performance by Highline High Schools proved to be
adequate when compared to other schools.

Junior high

schools are consistent in most cases, ·iJUt proved to be in
need of a district band festival.

Such an event could well

take place within the District since there are so many
junior high school bands.

Festivals have proven to be of

much value since they provide the· students with m
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opportunity of hearing other bands in a non-contest situation.

It also provides exceptionnl students vd th the

experience of performing with other outstanding young
musicians from other schools.
The survey points out that in comparison to other
schools in the State the Highline secondary schools have a
deficiency of string players and orchestras.

On the basis

of this information it is recommended th at a special study
be undertaken to remedy this situation.
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES AND LETTEHS OF REQUEST FOR RESPONSE
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Harold M. Sherman
5510 South Langston Road
Seattle 98178, Washington

Enclosed you will find a questionnaire concerning the instrumental music
program in the elementary schools of your school district. I am conducting this survey, under the direction of Mr. A. Bert Christianson of
Central Washington College, as part of the work required for the completion of the master's degree program.
Since it is extremely difficult to determine the exact number of elementary personnel in your district, I have enclosed what I thought might be
a representative number of questionnaires. I would greatly appreciate
you distributing these to each of your elementary instrumental personnel.
I have also enclosed a like number of postpaid envelopes for the return
of each questionnaire.
Results of this, and a secondary questionnaire, will be available to all
respondents. It is my sincere hope that you will find this information
of value in your instrumental program.
Thank you for your interest and participation.

Harold M. Sherman
Please note: The signature has been redacted due to security
reasons.

ELEHENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE
A STUDY OF INSTRUM.i!."'NTAL MUSIC PROGRAMS IN FIRST CLASS SCHOOL
DISTRICTS IN THE STJ\.TE OF WASHINGTON
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.!:B!-INSTRUMENTAL:
l.

Do you use a music aptitude 1·est?
a.
b.
c.

Yes_No_

If yes, which one?
How are the parent_s___i_n~f~o-r_m_e~d,__o_f,,,_,t~h-e_r_e__
s_u~l~t-s~?---.M-a-1-1----~
Phone
Letter
Other
How valid do you consider the ---..,,...,.------,.----...,.,,..,,..-..---------results to be? High_______
Medium
Low

-----

2.

Do you use pre-band instruments such as tonettes or song
flutes? Yes~No___
a.
b.
Co

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

If yes, which one? __~--~-------------------------~
Who purchases them? Students
School
Other
What is the name of the methoa-you use-r----------Does this group ever perform? Yes
No
How long do they stay on these instrlimenta?
Are they taught by the regular classroom te_a_c~h-e_r_?--~Y-e_s____
No
Ho'W'iiiany times per week do they meet? 1 2 3 4 5
Who participates? All students___rausic students___

-------

3.

Is any attempt made to influence the type of instruments
started each year relative to high school needs? Yes ___No___

4.

Which of the following do you use to promote your besinning
band program?
a.
be
c.
d.
e.

5.

__Concerts by the junior and senior high groups
Concerts by the grade school groups
---Demonstrations and discussions of the instruments
General promotional meetinr, of all 4th and 5th grades
Other

~---------------------------------------------

Do you hold an evening organizational meeting for parents of
prospective beginners? Yes ___No___
a.
b.
c.

a.

e.

If yes, when is it held? Spring___Fall___
How many meetings are held each year?
Is attendance at this meeting limited--...---:-:-------:--~------to those who have
shown success in the testing program? Yes__J~o___
Is a music store
or stores
invited?
Do they conduct any phase of 'th'eir business at the meeting?
Yes
No
If yes, what ·phase?___~---~-------------------------

-2113

INSTRUMENTAL PROGRAM:
1.

In what grade does your beginning program start?
a.
b.

45

6 7

Are you satisfied with this arrangement? Yes____No___
If5no,
what
would
you
start?
4
6 7atOther
_level
___
___
_prefer
_ _ _they
___
_ _ _ __

2.

How many times per week do your instrumental groups meet?
1 ~ 3 4 5 Other-----------~----------~----------a. How long are the periods?_________________________________

3.

Must children be excused from classes to take part in the
instrumental program? Yes ___No~
a.
b.

4.

If no, when does the group meet? Before____After
During school~Other_,_~..,.-----,,..-,__--.,,....---_,...----------:-=--=If yes, do classroom teachers determine who may participate on the basis of academic success? Yes
No

--

Do all beginning groups use the same written method?
No
a.---:rr yes, what is it's name?
b. If no, which methods are most.used?
~

Yes

-

-----------------------------------------------------

5.

Do you maintain a music personnel file on each student which
will follow him through high school? Yes_No_

6.

Does your advanced group ever perform?
a.
b.
c.

-

Yes·

No

If yes, how many times per year?
Is the beginning group ever incl-u~d-e~d~? Yes
No
Does the beginning group ever perform alone?9 Yes ___No__

TESTING AND GRADING:
-----

1 2 3

456 7

1.

How much practice do you require per week?
hours. Other

2.

How many times per month do you test your advanced groups?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----------------------------------------------

a.
b.
c.

.

'-

Are any of the tests written? Yes
No
Is all of your testing based on ma"Ee"'riar-:from the class
method? Yes
No
If no, which-o1 t~following is included in your testing program?
Scales
Other
---Rhythm reading
-----------------------Musical terms
-Solo performance
Arpeggios

-3-

3. Do you use a separate report card for instrumental music? 114
Yes
No

--·

GENERAL:
1.

a.
2.

-No-

Is there a charge for using school instruments?

Yes

If yes, what is the average annual charge per instrument? $

------

Does your district have an elementary honor band?

a.

Yes_No~

If yes, how many times per month does it meet?

1If2 tnere
3 4 5is6 a7 8
Other'f~o-r__p_a_r_t~1r'c._..i_p_a~t~1-n-g-,--w~h-a_,..t_,..i_s__,,t~h-e_____
charge

c.

amount? ~
What is the approximate annual enrollment of this group?

d.
e.

How many times do they perform annually?
How much compensation does the director receive per year?

-------.,..-

$

3 •. Do you receive a travel allowance?
a.
b.

Yes

-

No

-

If yes, how much per mile?
If no, 'is there any other .,....--~-------I'"'
form of compensation? Yes No
If yes, what form does it take? ___________________~

4.

Would you mind listing two collections of full band numbers
which you would recommend for srade school use?

5.

How many elementary schools are in your district?

-------

a.
b.
c.

How many do you service?_---:--~-=-:------:-"---:--~-~--:---What is the total enrollment of the grade schools that
you service? _______,__
What is the total number enrolled in instrumental music?
_______winds and percussion
strings

6.

Would you be interested in rece.iving a copy of the results of
this questionnaire? Yes
No

7.

If there are any comments you would like to make in connection with this questionnaire, would you please use the
reverse side of this sheet.
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Harold M. Sherman
SSlO South Langston Road
Seattle 98178, Washington

.

·'

'"

Enclosed you will .find a questionnaire concerning the instrumental music
prdgrem in your school. I am conducting this survey, under the direction
of A. Bert Christianson o.f Central Washington College, as part of the
work required for the com.pletion·of the master's degree program.
Your response to the enclosed questionnaire, together with those of other
music educators in the State of Washington, will aid considerably in an
effort to compare instrumental music programs in first class school districts. Results of this survey will be made available to all respondents.
It is my sincere hope that they will be of as much value to you in your
work as I anticipate them being to me.
Please accept my sincere thanks for your time and patience in helping me
collect this data. The enclosed postpaid envelope is for your convenience
in returning the questionnaire.

Very truly yours,

Harold M. Sherman

. .
~

f

r

QUESTIONHAIRE

'

A STUDY OF IHSTRIDT.:2:NTAL MUSIC PROGRAi';S IN FIRST CLASS SCHOOL
DISTR~CTS IN THE STATS OF WASHINGTON

f
I
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ffii.:HEARSALS:

l.

Do you use a portion of each period for the purpose of
warming up and technical training?, Yes
No
If yes, approximately how much time is de'Votedto this
each day?-------~------------------~~~---~

2.

Which of the following are included in the above?
Scales
Chorales
Arpeggios
-Chords (sustained)
-Othe1'
Technical studies
-Etudes
:=:Interval studies

--------

3.

Do you use a band technique book?
No
If yes, which one?

4.

Do you use a book of chorales or similar material?
Yes
No
If yes, which one(s)?

(Fussell etc,)

Yes~

--------~----------------------~~

~-------------------~----

GRAD I l\T G:

("A" or advanced bands only)

1.

Do you have a specified group of technical and other musical
requirements upon which grades are based?
Yes
No
If yes, which of the following are used?
Scale facility
Theory
Ability to read
~-Interval studies
rhythms
--Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Solo performance
-Musical terms
.Arpeg{"ios

2.

How frequently do you test?

Random~Twice-weekly___

Bi-weekly____Monthly~Other_.

3.

______________________

Approximately what percent of the student's grade is based
on the following:
Attendance_)h, Practice time_%, Attitude__%, Testing
___Jo, Class performance_%. Other_·-~------------

-2FrnANCING

1.

~

IlTSTRUI'JEHTAL PROGRAM:
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Of the total amount received from sources other than
the school district, approximately what percent does
each of the following contribute to the instrumental
program annually?
-----{;
-% A.S.B. funds
% Donations
-~!
____;~
Athletic dept.
_10
Other
~ Band sponsored com------~---~--0
muni ty projects
%
_____jo Concert revenue
~--·0----------------------Does each secondary school purchase its own music? Yes _____
No
•
If yes, what is your annual music budget? $--,.-------How are you asked to order your music? Bulk order once a
year_________As you need it
Other____

%

2.

What is the annual instrument budget of your school?

ss"----------

4.

Is there a charge for the use of school owned instruments?
Yes
No
If
what is the average charge per instrument
annually? $

yes,

-------~

rnsTRm-'IEWrr INVENTORY:

l.

In the blank to the left please indicate which and how
many of each of the following instruments your school
owns.
Piccolo (Dd __C__ )
Tenor drum
-Oboe
-Scotch drum
-English horn
-Concert snare
-Bassoon
-Marchine snare
- A l t o clarinet
-Orchestra bells
---Chimes
---Bass clarinet
- B e l l lyra
-Contra bass clar.
-Baritone sax
---Gong (size
)
-Tenor sax
-Cymbals (pair)
_,,_
~--Fluegel horn
Sizes.......,
-Single horn (F Bb
_Suspended c~rmbals
-Double horn
~
Sizes
Tympani_,.(-s~i-z_e_s___
-Bass trombone
-Baritone horn
J
Recording bass
_Other~-------BBb Sousaphone
-Concert bass drun1
Marching bass drum

__ __

-3MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT:

1.
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What equipment does your instrLuaent department own?
Tape recorder
P.A. System
-Record player
- P e p band uniforms
-(Stereo? Yes No )
~Other
Portable bancr-risers
------------~--~H\.1tes

---Repair tools
~Electric tuner
=:::stage band stands
PERFORl"W.'T CE :

1.

Approxima.tely how many times per year does you1"' band perform
at the following;
Parades
Contests
-Assemblies
~Trips with ball teams
~Festivals

~Other

Exchange asset11blies
_School concerts
SUMiYJER

-------------

~msrc:

1.

Do you maintain a sumrner music program?

Yes_No

2.

What is the char~e for a student to participate on a full
time basis? f;p

~-----------------------------~

Which of the following do you
~~Beginning instruraents
Private study
-Small group instruc-tion
Concert band
~
Elementary
==Junior high
Senior high
Conducting

include in the curriculum?
_Theory
_Music history
Orchestra
-Small ensemble
-Stage band
-Other

------------

ORCHESTRA:

1.

Do you have an orchestra in your building?
If yes, how many strings are there?

2.

At what grade level may strings begin? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

Do the winds and strings ever combine? Yes
No
If yes, do they combine:
a. Regularly throughout the ......,,
year? _________
How many times per month?
b. Just prior to performances? _____________
How many times?------------------~

Yes~No

------~--

____________

-4GENERAL IHFORMAT ION:
l.

2.
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What do you feel are the two greatest causes for the dropout of instrumentalists in the high school?
Lack of instruments
Scheduling problems
~Tired of playing
~Lack of interest
Too much homework
-Other
-"They've had it all
----------· ~.n junior high"
~Lack of instructors
Are definite steps taken to insure a well balanced instrwnentation in the junior and senior high through
control of the begining pro~ram? Yes~No
How much influence do you feel that the socio-economic
status of a community has on the success cf an instruraental proc;ram? A great deal
, a moderate
amount
, very little
• Comments;

~----~---

Do you have a stage band in your school? Yes
No
a. If yes, how many hours per week do you.rehearse?_

b.

5.

Do you hold your rehearsals during school time?
No

Would you like to receive a copy of the results of this
questionnaire? Yes~_No

SCHOOL INFORMATION:
1.

How many junior highs are in your district?

2.

How many high schools are in your district?

3.

This questionnaire is co mine; from a junior high
senior high

4.

What is the enrollment of your school?
What is the enrollment in instrumental music?

COMME:'JTS:

Yes

